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Mall Map Shows 
Building Sites 
Mall Key to Campus Core 
What are the five major buildings 
planned for construction as the BSU 
campus "core"? 
Designed to make environmentalists 
cheer and pedestrians delighted, Boise 
State University's once frustrated plan 
to develop its Boise riverfront as a new 
"escape to nature" landmark got a State 
As the adjacent photo shows, the 
current science education Phase One 
projt>ct was made possible when its 
closer proximity to Campus Drive was 
allowed b:t· the �estrian mall 
��h•••a.okbatrla�·· �� ��. �����+� � 
Similarly, Phase Two of that com­
plex will be made po&sible by the 
diminished need for Campus Drive 
"setback" room; a planned addition to 
the business building becomes feasible; 
a smaller general usf' building can 
eventuaUy go between the business 
and library structures; and a long­
range plan to add an t>ast wing to the 
library plant that wiU almost touch the 
maJI roadway becomes fea&ible. 
Lookout 
Ends R11D 
After two months of operation under 
what Manager Gary Ribeiro calls "fairly 
heavy promotion", the new Lookout 
1ining room that offers table-service 
dining on the Student Union's view­
sweeping third floor closed down Decem­
ber 12 with its future as a continuing 
operation "uncertain ·•. 
I 
concept 
plan 
Board of Education resuscitation touch 
this month. 
By unanimous vote, the Board told the 
BSU administration to mark its prelimi­
nary "first phase" plan approved. 
That "phase one" project would re­
place the center section of Campus Drive 
with a "pedestrian mall service drive" 
... a limited access road that would con­
nect existing Campus Drive. Traffic 
hum would be installed to restrict 
tt.e s�h.•ni."E' 
and the Library 
Major culprit in the Lookout operating 
problem was trade volume, or what 
Ribeiro calls "table turnover". Open 
each day from 11:30 through 1:30 as a 
place where students, faculty and guests 
could dine on table clothed tables with 
handsome service facilities, the restau­
rant never generated enough dollar 
volume to even break even on Ribeiro's 
books. 
Eviction Goes· to Court 
That brought consultation with the 
sponsoring Student Union and student 
services staff, then an agreement to 
close the operation)lown, at present. 
But Ribeiro pledges a continued 
search for a successful Lookout formula. 
"I think we may find a better way to 
operate it ... I'm sure we'll have to do it 
by cutting down on the labor factor, 
;>ossibly by going �v a more self-service 
�ystem still reta1�ng the pleasant sur­
;·oundings and tl}Oie setting. 
He grinned;/''! guess we are heading 
owards a sort of quiet cafeteria," in 
:·eferenct> tO the rock-based background 
music 11.nd dinner-tray din that is a 
�eat�e of the first floor SUB cafeteria. 
Boise State University's student hous­
ing system, one of the school's little 
known "background" operations since 
the Junior College era here, is now in 
sudden public view after a year's-old 
eviction procedure produced public legal 
action by the university, this month. 
A procedure that has quietly assigned 
prospective students to university hous­
ing units, enforced housing rules and, 
when necessary, evicted rule violators 
without major incident, showed the 
strain of growth in this incident. 
A resident couple that had been 
thought eligible through Housing Direc­
tor Jon Vestal's assignment procedures 
were discovered to be non-students at 
BSU. During routine first-semester 
checking, it was found that they had 
failed to register for fall semester. 
Notified of their failure to be eligible 
for a housing assignment, the couple 
sought counseling, pled inability to find 
alternate housing, claimed improper 
handling of their case in newspaper 
interviews and, (inally, failed to leave 
the housing unit within the eviction 
notice deadline of November 20. 
With the couple still in residence in 
married student housing last week, 
Housing Director Jon Vestal signed a 
formal legal complaint, asking the 
Fourth District Court to use legal means 
to terminate the couple's lease and give 
BSU possession of the premises. 
Vestal said he saw "no alternative" to 
the legal action, in view of the univer­
sity's clear rule that only properly regis­
tered full-time university students have 
access to university housing that always 
maintains a lengthy waiting list for 
available spaces on a "first-come, first-
serve" basis. • 
For Director Vestal, the legal action 
has spurred new improvements in an 
[Continued on page 15) 
parking lot on the east. 
Parking spaces lost in the project will 
be recovered in the new lot that will be 
built next to the science building. 
Along the narrower "lane", the 
project would add bike racks, some out­
door seating, drinking fountains and a 
sprinklered landscape project aimed at 
ultimate use of the area as a greenbelt 
style mall. 
Buildings coordinator Palmer Putnam, 
thE' ltlan who gets paid to keep the over­
all campus building program in long­
range perspective, sees the pedestrian 
mall as a blessing to building costs in 
years ahead. 
Julia � pgr�c. 
He points out that present building 
expansion in the "core" area is now shut 
off by the presence of the Campus Drive. 
When th'e university shrinks that 
roadway to a one-way "lane", it will get a 
very expensive acreage of available 
building space "for free" opened up. It 
will be enough additional footage, all 
along the development's length, to allow 
five major building sites in that "campus 
core" area, he says. 
A costly alternative for building 
space, as President John Barnes pointed 
out to the State Board, is to purchase 
land south of the present campus. Prices 
there have skyrocketed during BSU's 
recent development years. 
Besides, argues the administration, 
BSU's major buildings are already 
organized in that river edge "core" area. 
Freeing more space to continue the high· 
density development there is logiel!l for 
student convenience and overall operat­
ing efficiency. 
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Some Parking 
Slots Remain 
In New Lot 
Only eleven spaces remain in the 
remodeled Liberal Arts parking lot that 
are being offered at $15.00 per space for 
the balance of the academic year, 
1975-76. 
Work is progressing on resurfacing 
the lot and _it is anticipated that it will be 
completed prior to the end of fall semes­
ter according to the parking control 
center. 
Seventy-six total spaces were offered 
the first of this month and sixty-five had 
been purchased on December 9. 
Those presently holding reserved 
space in another parking lot may not 
change their space at this time, but may 
at the beginning of the fall semester 
1976, when spaces are sold again. 
The sale of reserved places will be 
held in Room 205, Administration Build­
ing, Parking Control office from 9:00 
a.m. to 10:00 a.m. and 3:00 to 4:30 p.m. 
Handicapped may purchase reserved 
space for the $2.00 decal charge accom­
panied by a letter from their physician. 
'Center 
Almost On 
Waiting only for the giant machinery 
transplant that will bring its cavernous 
insides to productive "life", Boise State 
University's sloop-browed Special 
Events Center settled into the campus 
landscape this week with a new girdle of 
instant lawn, its debut only a month 
away. 
With all major skeletal and interior 
construction complete, the $1.5-million 
entertainment center must yet be 
"turned on" by a massive electronic 
patch panel and two more sections of 
light dimmer banks that have just 
started their shipping trek here from 
far-off factories. 
Most fascinat_ing of the finishing 
touches to come this week will be the 
rigging of the 34 by 80-foot square stage 
area. Complex as the ropework on an old 
sailing ship, the rigging will allow effort­
less movement of scenery, special props, 
fire curtain and main stage curtain from 
stage floor to the soaring fly gallery that 
is 461eet above the stage boards. 
To move that much mass, the rigging 
chore requires the placement of twelve 
thousand pounds of counte:-weighting on 
pulleyed cables, strung from the steel 
gridwork at the fly gallery peak over to a 
side counter weight area at far stage 
left. 
Another unusual construction feature 
now complete is the deep orchestra pit 
that is actually surrounded on all sides of 
its "well" by running ground water. 
To allow the beneath-ground level pit 
installation in an area where the water 
table is only a few feet below the campus 
yard surface, contractors virtually con­
structed an inside-out swimming pooL 
In double-mesh steel reinforced con­
crete, sandwiched with watertight mem­
brane sheeting, then more concrete, 
they built the watertight "well" heavy 
enough to stay down and stay dry, 
against the pressure of water that 
bathes it outside at all times. 
Projects Coordinator Palmer Putnam 
says opening date will rest on delivery 
schedule for the patch panel that was to 
be shipped this way on December 15. He 
estimates a six-weeks delivery and 
installation time for that critical unit. 
Since it will barely fit in the double­
wide rear stage area doors, then have to 
be inched around squeezing corners, 
lifted up the side of the fly gallery and 
almost perfectly fitted through another 
tight gallery opening, the process will be 
one of the most delicate operations 
involved in the entire project. 
Ready • • • Get Set 
• • • 
A MUSHY Homecoming surprise 
awaited these smiling BSU adminis­
trators who i"nnocently posed for 
photographers before the sudden 
onslaught of Dying cream pies (see 
photo far right]. Earlier they were 
judges in the "Anything Goes" 
afternoon of stunts and games. 
Burke photos 
After 36 Years; He's Still 
Pepperpot Dean Called 'Joe' 
by Bob C. Hall 
For a man who taught his first BSU 
class about three months before Pearl 
Harbor ignited World War II, Dean Joe 
Spulnik is not playing the mellowing 
game very welL 
True, there's a touch of kindly white in 
his Chaplinesque mustache; he doesn't 
hurl his slight, wiry frame at handball 
opponents anymore. 
Beyond those give-ins to 35 years at 
th&-vorte-x of BSU's growth spiral, "Joe" 
Spulnik holds stubbornly to the pepper­
pot opinions and hustling, hobby-filled 
lifestyle that have stamped him the 
character most BSU alumni could pick 
out of a crowded yearbook picture, with 
delight and at least one chuckling 
anecdote. 
BSU's senior Dean of Arts & Sciences 
was in that story-a-minute mood again 
this month as he whipped a visitor 
through a Spulnil< view of his years here, 
stopping a moment to show off the new 
Science Education complex that is the 
capstone to his science-pioneering ca­
reer. 
That career began the day he decided 
to haggle Boise Junior College President 
Eugene Chaffee out of $1750 to teach 
science here. (He had been offered $1700 
and had turned that down to stay at 
Oregon State University as a graduate 
assistant.) 
"First thing I noticed was how dry and 
brown everything was around here. You 
know how green it is around Portland 
and Corvallis . . . I'd never spent any 
time in this country. I was impressed 
with Chaffee and he had some awfully 
good people on this faculty here . . .  I 
think that did it." 
Spulnik adds with delight that Presi-
From a pioneer first building ... 
Otherwise, the Speccenter now dis­
plays its rows of comfortable theatre 
seats; the stage area is fitted with its 
final paint and decor touches, the land­
scape crews have carpeted the sloping 
grounds around the structure with an 
instant yard of full-grown turf. 
Last major exterior touch will be 
installation of a special baked-enamel 
sculpture panel at the entrance area, 
dent Chaffee wasted no time getting his 
$1750 worth out of the athletic new 
science lecturer. 
"First he tapped me as a boxing coach 
. . . the fliers out at Gowen Field had 
quite a team and we were getting short­
handed here from the draft, you know." 
"Next I was a basketball ref, football 
timer and for a while there I would be 
tenth man on the basketball team so 
they'd have enough to practice!" 
Somewhere in there, he did ski patrol 
duty at the Bogus Basin rope tow, 
advised campus clubs and moved to 
prominence as an innovative science 
instructor and leader. 
The First Quality Step 
Nothing as spectacular was happening 
at B.J .C. As Chemistry Department 
Chairman. Soulnik taught labs, lectured, 
and learned the scrimping do-it-yourself 
ways of a small school chemistry and 
sciences operation.• 
The skills came in ha
.
ndy. Boise tax­
payers were proud of their surging 
school and flush with postwar tax funds, 
aimed at a new Science Education build­
ing. It would be BJC's first permanent 
building, to replace the scattering of 
temporary barracks-style structures in 
which chemistry and other science labs 
had been haphazardly housed for the 
war years. 
Who better to plan the layout (and 
help carpenter the lab tables, bunsen 
piping, and storage racks) than the now 
veteran Spulnik. With BJC's shop 
people, they shooed the carpenters out 
and saved the school a bunch of bucks by 
building most chemistry lab facilities "on 
site". 
It was with the building's facilities, 
Joe Spulnik now thinks, that the major 
corner was turned from "rinky-dink" to 
quality in science studies for Boise's 
college students 
Due to open next year, 1976, the new 
Science Education Complex will be still 
another historic learning quality land­
mark reached here, he says. Typically, 
Dean Spulnik keeps a carpenter's eye on 
the project to see tha"t his original 
recommendations for the science facili­
ties designed there end up being built to 
proper specification. 
Looking up at all that new concrete, 
Spulnik looks back over thirty-five years 
of stewardship in sciences here with 
some stubborn recall: 
created by BSU artist John Killmaster. 
All opening events schedules, by 
students, academic users and the Fred 
Norman production are being finalized 
for a February series. 
• • •  POW! 
Are the Students Better? 
"What I always wanted here was aca­
dt•mi<- excellen<"P-to tell you the truth 
I don't think tht• students themselves are 
any "b<>tter" than those kids we taught 
in the worst possible <'onditions in the 
'.JO"s. or t ht• '50's." 
If that raist•s eyebrows, it doesn't slow 
Spulnik. "hose campus reputation is a 
stormy. tou!{h-b itten fi!{hter for his 
dt•partnwnt�. Also, he'� a merciless golf 
<'ourw hu ... tler and tale spinning hunting 
hudd� who only softt·n� when he sees 
ba<"k to all those v<>ars and all those 
..,tudt•nh ht• knew fi;st name basis. 
''I'll tf'll mu this... hP insist-.. Th<• 
sparrov. ha�·k eyes search th<> ceiling for 
tht • word inK he want.}>. 
"OK." ht· wrenches forward to shape 
the new phrase with a chemist's quick 
hands: 
"OK, let's say this . . . a good student 
WAS a Kood student then and a g-ood 
student is still no better than they were. 
Oh. wp havP MUCH better facilities . .. 
tht•y're so DAMN better prepared when 
tht•y <·ome to us ... they've seen so much 
mort• on tell:'vision and the sophistication 
is t ht>rt' .. . yes. it is." 
"But BETTER'! No! I'll tell you we had 
some kids ... well, I'll just have to give 
you their names and the companies they 
work for now ... or the firms they head. 
I'll tell you we put out some scientists 
who are key people all over the world ... 
and they just had to be good because 
they didn't have all that much in equip­
ment or room." 
That seems to jar another thought, as 
Sputnik plunges deeper into a chair, 
plucks away at the slight mustache, chin 
in chest, then pops a hand forward to 
point a point: 
Decisions For the Dean 
"Now, let's be clear on this . . . we 
STILL have that same . . .  funny . . .  
thing that i n  every class, no matter how 
big, there will be fifteen or say twenty 
students so good that you just get in 
their way if you teach at them too much 
. . . the rest are what your work and 
facilities are tuned to help. Hell, it was 
ALWAYS that way." 
"But now, I STILL feel bad that we 
don't have an Honors program for those 
fifteen or twenty-five who need to pro­
ceed on a higher plane, at their own 
pursuits." 
"You see, that's what we could do 
THEN. We didn't have illl this mass, all 
these kids. I don't even know their 
names anymore. We used to have tiQle 
to get with these people, to take them on 
their own pace, push this one, let that 
one work on something more difficult ... 
you see?" 
Like the coach who staffed up, but 
now he can't block and tackle with his 
boys anymore, Sputnik is wriggling in 
his chair a t  the frustration of mass 
production education. 
"You know what a Dean does'!" he 
suddenly blurts. with no intention to 
wait for a guess. 
'Til tell you what a Dean does ... a 
Dean makes decisions . . .  he doesn't 
really get to do much else but listen. 
read and make decisions." 
ThP thought quiets him again. 
"Now, you see, it took me awhiiP to 
get used to that idea. And, I guess it 
took awhile for the Arts and Sciences 
department chairmen to believe I would 
make decisions on balance ... you know 
... the science teacher turned dean is 
going to favor the sciences ... that sort 
of thing." 
The Violinist Is Scientist 
Spulnik lets the charge hang in front 
of a ga1.e, then snorts at it with another 
jolt forwarotowaroavisitor. · ' ....  
"So what have we done while I'm 
Dean'! Wf''ve got the best equipped art 
department for schools of our size . . . 
they even got me painting in my spare 
time! 
We fought to get the Western Writers 
Series for our English people; we put in 
this Poetry in the Schools program and 
the Music people know the things 
they've gotten." 
"Well," he huffs and grips the chair 
arm to sit solidly on his conclusion, 
"we've just had to learn about each 
... to the newest complex 
other, that's all ... I really think there's 
a mutual trust there and I'm satisfied it 
IS there." 
Suddenly again. the stint>d. snorting­
chuckle in which Spulnik pups his hush 
eyebrows up, snaps his eyes in a secret 
snicker: 
"What's been so funny about all of this 
. . . let me tell you it's really funny ... I 
think I'm a pretty damn good violinist .. . 
I played the saxaphone and the violin 
when I was a kid in Portland. I paint, 
and there are few things I'd rather 
watch or read than a good dramatic 
work." 
Someone then asks him what the 
thirty-five years of BJC, BSC. BSU indi­
cate for another thirty-five ahead. Spul­
nik won't answer, for quite a silent 
while. then starts �lowly. carefully. 
A �ational Notice of Quality 
- "In the 60's, I travelled to a National 
&ienttea F�ti<Hl eon v�ntion •and 
everyone there was complaining about 
the low level of teaching in junior 
colleges . Suddenly someone . . . I can 
remember clearly he was a national 
officer . .. saw me in the group and said 
'except at Boise Junior College, it is the 
only one in the nation with top creden­
tials in staff and graduates'." 
"Well, I always remember that 
because that's what was achieved here 
before and it will certainly be true of this 
as a university. You see, so many uni­
versities, they just dispense education­
and to some degree we all do." 
"But we can do better than that here, 
we can have that attitude that I think we 
built here. The attitude is this: what is 
good for Boise State is good for every 
one of us who work here. and when 
something is bad we all feel its badness, 
every one of us." 
And then Dean Joseph B. Sputnik, 
who keeps strong ties to his native Ore­
gon. but shows the longest love for 
Boise's remarkable university, says it 
again, and finally. 
"Excellence! You know, we can have it 
above all schools around us, bigger and 
smaller. We can have baccalaureate 
degrees in physics, we must have it. We 
must have one in our Foreign Lan­
guages, we need to develop the Ph.D. 
potential here .. . we can do it because 
we're vital, and we're all still a family· 
style operation and we still get those 
good students that need so little, to 
do . . . well . . . to do anything they 
want." 
That's about all the pontification Joe 
Spulnik can put out without a self· 
teasing quip. 
"Geez, listen to me ... I sound like an 
old geezer. What do I know, anyway'! 
His hands dive in his pockets to flutter 
the cloth in an "empty " gesture: 
"You know, I'm short of spend money 
. . .  how about a little golf game this 
weekend .. .'! 
Reception Set 
L(•adt•rs of f;wulty and student gov­
t•rnnwnt will join BSll administrators at 
a Christ mas rt'< 't•ption hosted by Presi­
t!ent ant! Mrs. John Barm•s December 
II<. 
-� R:X:US 3' 
BSUName 
Game 
While aJI sides in the four-cornered 
"name game " warily eyed the ball but 
refused to pick it up, signs grew this 
week that new rules to ease bruised feel· 
ings over the contest are the next step. 
At specific issue is an official name for 
the university's new special events 
center, already dubbed "�peccenter" by 
news media, while they wait. First into 
the name gap was a group of students 
who pursuaded the student senate to 
query the faculty senate about their idea 
for a name-"John G. Woodworth 
Center". 
That idea brought no cooperating · 
action from the faculty senate, but 
publicity about the student initiative did 
bring President John Barnes in with 
another idea-that being that this was 
no way to name a building. 
As the third name game contestant, 
President Barnes wanted to give the ball 
to the university's Executive Council. 
He argued that this group could not be 
accused of domination by any one 
campus faction since it contains repre­
sentatives of every conceivable on­
cam pus agency . 
(Executive council representation is 
from five academic deans. one vo-tech 
leader, two student body appointments, 
two faculty senate appointments, the 
university president and his three vice· 
presidents, representatives from the 
Honors program, the extension pro­
gram, the athletic program, the library 
and the university endowment pro­
gram.) 
Fourth player to enter the game-and 
then leave it almost as swiftly-was the 
State Board of Education. to whom 
President Barnes offered the ball. with 
student body president Nate Kim and 
faculty senate president Monte Wilson 
standing by. Barnes offered his execu 
tive council idea, then introduced Wilson 
and Kim for their gambits. Wilson 
reviewed the faculty senate's desire not 
to dominate any name game, but t6 
"have a voice" in the process. That 
seemed an assent to the Barnes' proposal 
since the faculty "gets its voice" to the 
Executive Council through two elected 
representatives. 
Kim, in his turn, was not content with 
the same two-man Council "voice" for 
students. He did soften the student 
support for the John G. Woodworth 
name. 
In fact, explained Kim. there had now 
been considerable lessening of the 
student senate's drive on that specific. 
Instead, he said, it was now the process 
by which a name is selected, not the 
specific name, that concerns the student 
representatives. 
He attacked inferences that student 
"name game " credentials were suspect 
because of their "transient" status. 
Students are heavy investors in the cam­
pus scenery; they end up as alumni sen­
sitive to the school's long-range needs 
and are the most sympathetic adults in 
the community to BSU development 
plans, he warned the Board. 
On Kim's eloquent points, the State 
Board and President Barnes quickly 
agreed that "more time is needed to con­
sider the matter and search for a com­
promise." 
This week, with Kim and Student 
Vice-President Ron O'Halloran showing 
interest in such compromise, but firm 
that student rights not be judged on a 
"transient" image. President Barnes and 
the faculty senate were in a waiting 
posture, too. 
"I do think we can work this out to 
give students, faculty and administra· 
tion equal voice on building names, with· 
out use of the executive council, if that 
offends our students," said Barnes 
Wednesday with the easy air of a man 
with a plan. 
With that. all sides talked about doing 
something about the problem "after tht> 
holidays", when compromise ml'('tings 
will begin. 
� 
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IT WAS A FAST visit to Boise State for Pi Sigma EP.s�on national representative ' 
Ben Boeke, right, talking with Mary Jane Jorgenson. PSE is a professional. market­
ing fraternity that gives business students practical experience. in business projects. 
Hall photo 
Business Students 
' ' 
Help Local Firms 
It might be a small variety store that 
can't attract customers . . .  or a family 
grocery store that.needs advertising 
advice. 
These are only hyo of the typical 
"clients" that Dr. Charles Phillips and 
his business students help as part of the 
Small Business Institute program .. 
The progra-n, now in its-third-yeaT at 
BSU, takes students out of the class­
room and places them in small busi­
nesses throughout the Tre�ure Valley 
to serve as consultants. · ' 
Firms are recommended for the 
popular program from the Small Bust­
ness Administration. ·usually they are 
small comP.anies that are too busy or lack · 
the expertise to solve a particular 
problem. 
Interns ft,om the business department 
are usually seniors or graduate students 
who divide into four man teams to help 
the firms. They :;pend a semester work­
ing with the business and their advisor. 
Teams look at such things as operating 
procedures, records� cash flow, market­
ing, management or mer·chandising. 
Then their studies are turned into solid 
recommendations for the business. · Phillips says most teams consist of 
students with varied business skills such 
-as accounting finance, management or 
marketing. ''That way we can provide a 
In Business 
. Dr. Jo� Mitchell, Associate Profes­
sor of Economics, has been. the featured 
speaker at several meetings in the Boise 
area during the past month. Among the 
events in which he participated were the 
Idaho Petroleum Council, where liis 
topic was "Let's Not Freeze in the Dark 
in Idaho"; the Treasure Valley' Traffic 
Corporation on the subject of railroad 
passenger service; and the Idaho Con­
seryation League Energy Workshop. 
Dr. C. Miehael Men, associate profes­
sor in the Department of j\ccounting and 
Data Processing, spoke to a general ses­
sion at the Northwestenn Universities 
Business Administration Conference 
(NUBAC) in Vancouver, British Colum­
bia. His speech was titled, "Teacher 
Evaluations-Some Surprising Research 
Results." He also led a seminar in "Profit 
and Cash Flow Management" for non­
financial business managers in Newport 
l�:ach, California. 
business with different outlooks at a 
problem. By combining several disci­
plines we usually can come up with a 
balanced answer." 
The students try to look at practical 
problems that will help the business with 
bread and butter issues. Most, Phillips 
says, appreciate the help and follow tbe 
student 11uggestions. 
One used BSU student ideas to plan a 
successful advertisingcamp_aign. Nation­
ally, 52 percent of the businesses in the 
. program reported. impro.vement after 
SBI help. 
"Students in this program get a price­
less chance to put theoretical knowledge 
into-practice. It's a great opportunity for 
them to turn their textbook ideas into 
real solutions. And they learn tHe impor­
tance of dealing with other people too," 
says Phillips. 
Business dean Dr. Charles Lein calls 
the program a "positive outreach to 
bridge the gap between academics and 
business:"· . 
Reaction from local businesses has 
been "excellent" says Phillips. This year 
the caseload has increased from 20 to 30. 
Twenty-six students are in the program. 
This fall semester, students went to 
Weiser, Payette, Ontario, Nampa­
Cald,well, Middleton•and Boise to counsel 
s111all businesses. 
' . 
Dr. Karen J. Bounds, �sistant pro-
fessor· in the Department. of. Business 
Education and Office Administration, 
participated_ in the "Vocational Teacher 
Certification in Idaho'· workshop on Nov. 
. 17-18 in Boi�. Conference participants 
considered ,possible vocational' core 
requirements for agriculture, home eco­
nomics, . health education, distributive 
education, Qffice occupation's, multi­
occupations, industrial arts, and trades 
and technology. 
There were presentations on "What is 
Competency Based Teacher Education in· 
Idaho?" Each discipline worked to revise · 
certification standards for vocational 
edqcators·as publish�d in Vo.Ed.No. 109, 
February, 1971. 
Dr. Bounds was also an invited parti­
cipant in the meeting of th� Stat{! of 
Idaho Advisory Council on Vocational 
Education which was held in Boise on 
Nov. 5 and 6.· 
Roser · :illen, associate professor of 
real estate, :,pent one week in Chicago, 
lllintJis, Od. l!i-IH comph�ting ·cour��C 
Merz Proves-Profs 
Good Test Takers Too·· 
The average person has a difficult 
time passing any type of test, let alone 
one as difficult as the Certified Manage­
ment Accounting test or the Certified 
Public Accounting test. 
But', for Michael Merz, Associate 
Professor of Accounting at Boise State, 
the challenge of both tests, within one 
month, offered outstanding rewards. 
Not only did he pass the difficult CPA 
test at his first try, but he also passed all 
parts of the five-level CMA examination 
and finished with a score that ranked 
second highest in the nation. 
The CMA examination is only given 
once a year in eighteen cities around the 
country. Dr. Merz traveled to Los 
Angeles earlier thi� year to participate 
in the test. 
According to Merz. nearly 1,000 take 
part in the testing each year. 
"I only know of one otber individual in 
Idaho who took the test, and I don't 
know if he passed it or not." 
As a result of his outstanding score on 
the CMA test, Dr. Merz has been 
awarded the Robert Beyer Silver Medal­
lion award, which is offered by the part­
ners of Touche Ross and Company in 
honor of their retired managing partner. 
The award will. be presented during 
the Annual Conference of the National 
Association of Accountants which will be 
held in Miami, Florida, June 20 to 23, 
.1976. 
According to Merz, the CMA test is 
similar in scop.e and degree of difficulty 
to the CPA test', each lasting three .days. 
·There is another similar type of test 
which i� administered to auditors, the 
Certified' Internal Auditor examination 
(CIA). 
. 
· Because the CMA and CIA tests are 
much newer than -the CPA test, they 
aren't baclted with the strong legislation 
that accompanies the CPA examina­
tions. 
"Where the CPA title is a sort of a 
license, the CMA and CIA ·are used as 
evidence of professional accomplish­
ment. They are an indicator within the 
corporate framework," explained Merz. 
Dr. Mer� has also shown himself to be 
an accomplished author. 
His publications include: "New Ways 
to Budget in a Time of Rapid Change," 
Administrative Management, Nov.1974, 
pp. 24-26, 48-50; "I�flation and Cost Con­
trol," Administrative M��DAgement, �an­
uary 1975, pp. 20-21; Robert Behling and 
C. M. Merz, Students Evaluate Their 
Business School Faculty, Center for 
Business and Economic Research, Boise 
State University, May, 1975; "Measur­
ing Sales Forecast Accuracy," Manage­
ment Accounting, July 1975, pp. 53-54, 
work foF the C.C.I.M .. designation as 
offered by the Realtors National Market­
ing Institute of the National Association 
· of R.ealtors. · 
Dr. Charles. D. Lein, Dean of tlie 
School of Business, has been appointed 
to the Board of Director� of Albertson's, 
Inc., a Boise-based grocery chain, with 
309 stores in.16 states. 
Additionally, Lein participated as a 
panelist for the International Women's 
Conference; addressed a general session 
of the Western Association of Collegiate 
Schools of. Business on the subject, 
"Student Evaluations: What Are They 
Really Telling Us?"; and was the 
. featured speaker at the Idaho Indepen­
dent Bankers' Annual Conference, the 
Cha1'41ber of Commerce Forum, and the 
Idaho Writers' League. 
Dr. Mike Men and Dr. Bob Behling 
recently presented the results of their 
faculty evaluation research (Students 
Evaluate Their Business School Faculty) 
to the Idaho Accounting Education COn­
rc�r�ncc�. 
MICHAELM� 
58; Robert Behling' and C .. M. Merz, 
"Student Perception of Teaching Effec­
tiveness, An Empirical Study," AACSB 
Bulletin, Vol. 11, No. 4, 1975; "Honest 
Variations In Tax Returns," TAXES­
The Tax Magaziae, accepted for Jan. or 
Feb., 1976. 
Merz began his professional schooling 
in .Villanova, University in Pennsyl­
vania, where he earn,ed a BA in Mechani­
cal Engineering, 1956. From there be 
went to California State University at 
Long Beach and completed ·his work for 
the MBA ln 1966. Dr. Merz earned a 
Doctorate in Business Administration in 
1974 from the University of Southern 
California. He·began his career at Boise 
State in September, 1974. · 
Over seventeen years of business 
oriented experience contributes to Dr. 
Merz's broad background. For twelve 
years he worked as a business economist 
with Rockwell, International throughout 
southern California. 
He was also a petroleum engineer and 
financial analysist for Shell Oil for three 
years, working in various locations 
throughout southwestern states. 
And for two years Dr. Merz spent his 
time flying to all the "garden spots" of 
the nation, teaching executive develop­
ment seminars. He would fly to New, 
York City, Atlanta, Ga., Chicago, San 
Francisco, Boston, liake Geneva, etc. to 
teach groups of business executives 
enough accounting and finance so they 
CO\,\ld understand and use accounting 
information in their businesses. 
At that time he worked for Schrello 
Associates, Inc. Dr. Merz still teaches 
seminars whenever time permits; he 
recently conducted a training sessi,on in 
Chicago and at Boise's Rodeway Inn for 
the National Association of Accountants. 
Dr. Ri'ehard Kaiser, as.sistant profes­
sor in the Department of Accounting and 
JJata Processing, spoke at a no-host 
businessmen's lUI\Cheon at the Royal 
Restaurant. The topic of his speech was. 
"Transcendental Meditation and the 
Businessman." 
· ·Dr. Normaa Gardner, ·Assistant Pro­
fessor of Finance, traveled to North­
western University located in Evanston, 
Ulinois, Oct. 15 to observe the use of 
computer terminals as· 'tutorial aids in 
the classroom. , 
After spending .the day at North­
western, he went to th� annual meetings 
. of t�e Financial Management Associa­
tion held in Kansas City, Missouri, Oct. 
16-18. 
The .October issue of The Journal of 
Data Education carried an article "Don't 
Limit Your Data Processing Teaching 
Efforts to the College Classroom,. 
written by Dr. Robert Behling, assistant 
professor of Accounting and Data 
Processing. 
� 5  
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Santa Brings Early Presents to Health Science 
Christmas came- early this year for 
BSU's School of Health Science when the 
federal Santa Claus dropped off $33,000 
in grant money for the purchase of new 
equipment. 
Added this fall to the school's growing 
stock o( intricate equipment necessary 
to instruct students in complicated 
health fields are a pulmonary function 
analyzer (�13,000), cardiae training cen­
ter ($5,000) .. and infant ventilator 
($5,000). On order and expected to 
arrive later this winter is a physiograph 
system ($10,000). 
Health science dean Dr. Victor Dtlke 
calls the new items "essential pieces of 
modern equipment" that will boost the 
school's teaching abilities. "They will 
allow us to teach aspects of clinical medi· 
cine that just were not possible before," 
he says. 
Learning Center 
Helps Children 
As partial fulfillment of course re­
quirements, the Curriculum for Early 
Childhood Education class developed an 
enchanting learning center complex 
designed for primary and kindergarten 
children. 
·'Learning centers are one of the best 
ways to present a wide range of experi­
ences for children in a school setting. 
They allow an individual child or small 
group to work in areas independently 
while freeing the �acher to give help to 
the individuals and smaller groups," ex­
plained �ynn Bevill, course instructor. 
Goal of the course, TE 462, Curriculum 
for Early Childhood Education is to inte­
grate contemporary theory in early 
childhood education with practical appli- · 
cations, according to Bevill. 
Twenty-three students participated in 
the learning center development. Stu­
dents supplied all ideas and materials, 
some construction supplies came from 
the Curriculum Resource Center. 
Bilingual learning aids, colorful puz­
zles, bicentennial games, and a grocery 
store learning center were part of the 
display that appeared in the Library 
Curriculum center. 
I 
Party Set 
The Health Sdeoce Departmeat wtU 
hold its aDDaal CbrUtmu party Tues­
day, December 18 at 7:00 p.m. at the 
home of Jaa Buehler, Auistaat Profea­
sor ot NUJ'IIia«. Her adclre88 is: 4511 
Mountain View Drive. 
A pot luek clbmer is pluutecl,. there 
will not be a gift exc:haD«e aad everyone 
i s  invited to b� a guest. 
, Most of the new· machines come with 
simulator units that allow students to 
see many different and rare problems 
that they would never see in normal hos­
pital training, Duke adds. 
Most versatile of the equipment is the 
physiograph. It is designed to measure 
heart, pulse and breathing rates as they. 
react to different situationiJ, says respi­
ratory therapy bead Conrad Colby. 
Many intensive care monitoring instru­
ments are combined into the unit. It will 
be heavily used in cardio-pulmonary and 
intensive care classes, he says. 
The machine will be a useful teaching 
device because it has a system where 
data from previously recorded experi­
ments can be played back to an audience 
of 200 students. "This means students at 
·BSU can see the results of complicated 
experiments without actually doing 
them," Colby notes. 
The school's new cardiac training 
center is a machine- that will record 
sounds and electrical. activity of the 
heart under stress conilitions. It also 
"features a playback system that has 40 
heart arrhythmias that stu'dents can 
examine. 
The pulmonary function unit is.an 
instrument where students look at the 
breathing capacity of the lungs. Once 
students learn how to use the unit they 
will exa,mine selected patients at the 
BSU Health Center. 
Students will use the new Bourns 
infant ventilator to analyze lung prob­
lems in new-borns. It also is equipped 
with a simulator so students can see the 
function of the ventilator under different 
situations. 
The four new machines,· says Colby, 
will '1allow us to expand the depth of our 
programs." In past years students were 
taught by other, not as efficient means, 
he- notes. 
The equipment will be housed in the 
Student Health Center. Departments of 
nursing and respiratory therapy will be 
major users of the new machines. 
RESPffiATORY therapy student Lee­
aDD Peppard uses the new pulmonary 
function wait recently purchased by the 
Sehool of Health Science. Burke photo 
.H& W, BSU Join Grant Project 
Armed with a $40,000 Health and Wel­
fare grant, Boise State University's 
School of Health Science has begun a 
project that will bring college classes to 
· state employees who work with handi­
capped children. 
Twenty-five H&W employees are 
enrolled in the first classes that started 
in September. Students include therapy 
technicians from Idaho State School and 
Hospital in Nampa and workers from 
H&W's Regions ill and IV. Most of the 
students have not attended college 
before. 
· 
The new project is part ot an inc:reued 
emphasis on staff in-service training at 
ISSH, says director of training Robert 
West. "Most of our staff has excellent 
on-the-job experience ... now college 
classes will give them the concepts to go 
with that," he explains. 
For their part in the project, H& W 
workers will take classes for three years 
to earn 64 college credits. All courses are 
accredited by BSU and taught by 
approved instructors .. 
Classes in the three year sequence will 
be tailored to fit the workers' jobs at 
Nampa, with emphasis on special educa­
tion, behavioral science and health care. 
Students will also take general degree 
requirements. Already they have eom­
pU�ted courses in English, psychology 
and basic health care. 
The project, in addition to- training the 
ISSH staff, will serve as pilot education 
program that could be expanded to other 
institutions that teach and care for 
handicapped children. 
Eventual aim, says BSU health 
science dean Dr. Victor Duke, is a fully 
developed curriculum that will lead to an 
associate degree. But approval of that 
{lrogram must wait until results of the 
pilot project at Nampa are closely 
studied. 
Once given degree status, it could be 
used as a model for education· programs 
in day care centers, --public sch�ls, voca­
tional training centers and other agen­
cies that train and care for the handi­
capped. 
ISSH training director West says the 
BSU project is one of the first nation­
wide to develop classes for people who 
work with severely handicapped chil­
dren. He says most universities have 
programs for teachers of educable handi­
capped: but few exist for those who 
work with the "profoundly handi­
capped." 
West says the staff is enthused about 
their new education opportunity. "The 
fact that all students are volunteers who 
must work the 3-11 p.m. shift in order to 
attend school in the morning indicates to 
me how interested they are," he notes. 
"I think. the staff is excited because . 
these classes are germane to real life 
problems they face ... they aren't just a 
lot of academic theory," explains West. 
Even general education classes like 
·English have been adapted so students 
can write about situations at" the sc�ool, 
he says. 
To supervise the new project, BSU 
hired learning disabilities expert Bar­
bara Lohmeier, a University of Cincin-
nati graduate who worked for two years 
at ISSH as a training specialist. She will 
work closely with BSU health science 
continuing education director Paula 
Cummings and s�cial education coordi­
nator Dr. John·Beitia. 
Lohr�].eier explains that "part of t�e 
idea behind this project is to switch from 
the custodial view of teaching the handi­
capped. We think these classes will raise 
the skills of the direct care staff so they 
can better help students at the school." 
West agrees. "Most people in the 
classes are responsible for educating 
handicapped children. In switching from 
a custodial role we must give our 
workers more skills, he says. 
Job frustration and high turnover at 
the school should improve due to the 
classes, claims West. . 
"When people undertake difficult 
tasks and are asked to acquire know­
ledge by osmosis, they have a lot of fr.us­
tration . . . more specialized training 
should help that." 
"Right now it's in the embryonic 
state." notes West, "but if it's approved, 
BSU will have a great program for 
training people who work with handi­
capped children . 
Staff workers at ISSH who complete 
the project will be eligible for promo­
tions and supervisory·positions. "It is a 
good way for professional growth . . . 
both for the handicapped and for the 
staff," concludes West. 
�-���-:-:-;:w,w�'Y'ii:mf-i�'•mn· � People on the Move ma�:w�"f��::�=�:���=�mm����=�st:..���n�:-�:::;ffi�::::��===�==��-:t�::c::sw:w����1:?'��  
At Health Center 
Dr. Robert Matthies presented a 
paper to the State Family Planning Con­
ference Nov. 17. He spoke on 'family 
planning and contraceptive offerings 
that th.e BSU Student Health Service 
offers. Matthies has also been involved 
in the "Health-Wise" television s�ries on 
health education. 
Dr. Phillip Dutt recently participated 
in a meeting of the Rape Crisis Alliance 
in Boise. He has served as resource per­
son for counselors of rape victims and is 
the liaison between the Alliance Center 
and Health Service. He will be on the 
Health-Wise series-. 
Mrs. JeriDe Brown, supervising nurse 
at.Student Health Service, presented a 
paper "A New Approach to Breast 
Examination�A Touching Experience" 
to the State Family Planning Conference 
Nov. 14. She also gave the paper at the 
Pacific C'-oast C'-olleg(' Health Associa­
tion's annual mt't•ling in llawaii Nuv. �. 
The paper explains a different concept 
of breast examination where husband 
and wife share responsibility. fo�arly 
detection of breast cancer. 
On Staff 
James Walker, BSU Graphic DesigD­
er, won two merit awards at the national 
University and College Designers Asso­
ciation competition this month. 
The .conference was held in Wichita, 
Kansas, October 17-19. 
The University of Oklahoma hosted 
the judging .which took place on the OU 
campus Sept. 27 . .  
The two merit awards were received 
in competition with 750 entries from 98 
universities and colleges from 28 states. 
Walker receive<! a national merit 
a�ard for logo design: Bronco Impact 
magazine; and a national merit award for 
a complete book design: Ahsahta Press, 
BSU English Department. 
Bob Juola and Herb Runner ·recently 
purl it'iput.t•d in tht• annual nwt'ting of lht• 
Rocky Mountain Association for Instltu­
tion.al Research held on the· BYU 
campus. 
Bob presented a paper on "A.ffirma­
tive Action State of the Arts'' - jointly 
with Delia E. Martinez of the University· 
of Nevada, Reno. · 
In Vo-Tech 
Jean Macinn is, Dental ·Assistant 
instructor, was elected as a delegate to 
represent Idaho at the National Meeting 
of the American. Dental Assistant Asso­
ciation in Chicago for 5 days, Oct. 26-31, 
1975. 
The. house of delegates worked on new 
legislation guides for state practice acts, 
curriculum and expanded duties for the 
dental assistant tbroughout the United 
States. 
Upgrading experience responsibilities 
for the future dental assistant. is being 
considered in the DA program at BSU 
whirh will entail courses for the 
t•xpandt•d duti('s assistant. 
In Business 
Dr. Robert Koester and Mr.- Bill Car­
soD co-authored an article which has 
·been accepted for publication ir. the 
July, 1976, issue of ACCOUNTING 
REVIEW. The article is entitled, 
"Student Pe�ceptions of Price Level 
Concepts " and is a result of extensive 
research conducted by the authors. 
In Honors 
Bill Mech, Director of the Honors Pro­
gram, was a pre�entor at the first annual 
Western Exchange Conference on Gifted 
and Talented Education held in Las 
Vegas,.Nevada, Nov. 13-16. The confer­
ence was co-sponsored by the western 
states including Nevada, California, 
Idaho, Washington, and Utah. 
The purpose of the conference was to 
exchange ideas and experiences in pr<?­
viding special education opportunities. 
From Boise. State was representative 
Lynn Ellis from the Department of 
Education in ·addition to Mech. 
-
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More than a Gray Line tour . . 
Caylor Moved Fast on Leave 
by Larry Burkt> 
For many professors, " �  lbbatical 
leave means a chance to crawl into a 
library somewhere and spend months_ 
behind stacks of books. 
Not so for Boise State history profes­
sor Dr. John Caylor. His sabattical last 
spring resembled a Gray Line tour gone 
beserk. 
Has('d in Washington, D.C. for the 
majority of his spring semester leave, 
Caylor managed to visit eight other 
citie'i in the East. He attended five 
meetings or national conferenct's; all 
totalt•d, he visited over 30 sights in 
Washin!{ton alone. He went to seven his­
toric churches, three Revolutionary War 
battlefields and ten Civil War sites. 
But unlike the typical sightseer, 
Caylor didn't look and run to the next 
place. Instead, he used his trained his· 
torians eye to study and observe scenes 
that he had taught about for years. And 
as a member of the Idaho, Boise and 
Boise State Bicentennial committees, 
the trip gave Caylor a "keen insight" into 
the nation's herita!{e. 
Not all his leave was spent nittin!{ 
around the East taking in the sights. 
Caylor also spent long hours on Capitol 
Hill collecting data on one of his pet 
projects ... thl' committee system of the 
U.S. Senate. lie painstakin!{ly intl'r· 
viewed Senators. assistants and staff 
memht>rs to learn more about tht> 
system. 
Twenty yt•ars earlier. the historian 
St:('RF:T ARY OF STATE Pete Cenarrusa was one of the panel members at the Bt>c. 
5 "Spain After Franco" di�ussion. BSU professor Pat Beiter, left. and JOE" Eigurt>n 
wl'rt> also on the panel moderated by history professor Rolando Bonachea. 
Hurkl' photo 
Library Lists December Books 
December newcomers to the BS1J 
Library's revolving McNaughton collec· 
lion include hooks by such controversial 
authors as Muhammad Ali and James 
Hoffa. Twt.>nty other books are among 
the frt>s� additions to the shelves located 
on t ht' first noor of the library. 
Includt.>d in the list are Tbe Chinese 
Randit. Stephen Becker; The Killer 
Instinct. Robert Cousy; Making Vege­
tables Grow. Thallassa Cruso; Firegold, 
Jeffery Daniels; Write If You Get Work, 
Roh Elliott; Miracle in the Wilderness, 
Paul Gallico; Powers of the Mind. 
G('orge Goodman. 
In Communication 
Four members of the communication 
faculty attended the Western Speech 
Communication Association convention 
November 23-26 in Seattle, Washington. 
Chairman Bob Boren delivered a paper 
before the convention on "What Is the 
Argument About Argumentation and 
the Communication Curriculum'!" Ric:h­
ard Boylan presented "No-Teaching 
Revisited" as a unit on speech communi­
ration education. BSU faculty Jerry 
Gephart and James Riley also attended 
the 3-day session. 
Chairman Bob Boren and professors 
Jim DeMoux and Jim Riley have been 
selected to administer the sectional, dis­
trict and local levels for the college divi­
sion of the Bicentennial Youth Debates. 
The BYD events are co-sponsored by the 
National Endowment for the Humanities 
and the Speech Communication Associa­
tion. 
B�>yool'ol t ht• hx·al level, district compe­
titioll · oompasses all Idaho colleges and 
Hoffa: The Real Story. James Hoffa: 
The Desperate Adversaries. Jack Hof­
fenberg; Valley Forge. MacKinley Kan­
tor; Cesar Chavez: Autobiography of La 
Causa. Jat·ques Levy; Wrong Man in the 
Mirror. Philip Loraine; King of the 
Gypsies. Peter Maas. 
The Greatest- My Own Story. 
Muhammad Ali; The Italian Woman. 
Jean Plaidy; Look How the Fish Live. 
James Powers; Thine Is the Glory, 
Samuel Schreiner; Jung and the Story of 
Our Time, Laurens Van der Post; The 
Eden Express, Mark Vonnegut; The 
Letter8 of Virginia Woolf. Virginia 
Woolf and The Sports Book Min Yee. 
universities, and the sectional events 
will include participants from Idaho, 
Nevada, Washington, and Oregon. 
Dawn Craner produced a multi-media 
readers theatre October 18 and 19 for 
the BSU community. The production. 
"American Antonym", featured music 
and slides integrated with a selection of 
over 40 literary pieces. 
Ten BSU students assisted in the 
dramatic production. 
In Education 
Dr. William Kirtlaud, director of the 
Reading Education Center, served as 
consultant to Harper and Adrian, Ore­
gon public schools. He also spoke to 
Boise school volunteers Nov. 6 and to 
Bench Optimists Nov. 18. 
Kenneth Hill, John Dahlberg, John 
Jensen and John Beitia gave an educa­
tion panel presentation to the State PTA 
convention held in Boise last October. 
had done a similar study. He wantt.>d to 
set' "how things had changed" sinn• 
then. Tht.> main difference, h£> notes. is 
incrt'aSt'd staffinK due to larger commit· 
te(' loa ds. While he attended only 
obst·urt' h(•arings, he says television has 
dom• a gn•at deal to point out how impor­
tant t·ommittees an• in the congrt>ssional 
opt• ration. 
Caylor's work will have practical ust.> 
for studt•nts in somt• of his classes. lie 
has transt·ribed the interviews and plans 
to makl' a mas�t'r tapt.> that can he ust•d 
in <'lass. 
A spt•t·ial treat for the HSU prof was a 
t•hant'l' to st>t• original written journals of 
Lt•wis & ('lark. A huff of thost' two t>arly 
explon•rs. ht> ealls tht• journal study his 
").{rt•att•-.t singlt• thrill o f  thl' wholt• 
lt'avt•. " 
lit• abo saw at t ht• Academy of St•it>nt'l' 
ori).{inal biolo).{it·al speeimans that Lt>wi� 
brought hat·k with him from tht> expt•di 
tion. Both sights "n•nt•wt>d my intt•rpst" 
says Ca.vlor. who lt•aehes a t·ourst' on I ht· 
t•xplort•r-.. This summPr ht• and somt> 
:-ot urlt>nt" will traet> the Lt•wis-{'lark 
routt• thrnu).{h tht> wt•st. 
On a visit to tht• Smithsonian Institutt• 
in Washin).{tor. Caylor had a cham·p to 
eorrt't't an t> x h ihit on "Blacks in tht> 
Wt";twarcl !\1m·pment." His alt'rt t•yt• 
notit•t•rl that tht• t•xhihit said two black-. 
wt•re on tht· Lewis and (')ark expt•rlition. 
It clainwd ont• named Pompt.>y was a 
<'t>Ok on tht• trip. Pompt•y',., Pillar m•ar 
Dillon. Mont. was named after him, tht> 
exhibit nott>d. 
Not trut•. Caylor told Smithsonian 
officials. Tht•rt• was only one black on t ht> 
trip ... Lt•wis' slavt' named York. 
At·t·ording to offit-ial journals. Pompey's 
Pillar was nanwd aftt•r. th,· ,SOn <>I' Sat·a· 
jt>wia. Caylor t •xplaim•d. 
Tht• trip also hrought Caylor into 
rontat·t with somt• of the most brilliant 
hio;torical minds. in tht• t•ountry. At om· 
mt'<'ting hl' ht•ard st•holars from other 
nations give tht>ir view on Am('rit·a's 
Rt>volutionary War. The for('ign vit-w 
points ht> ht-ard havt' been a "grt>at help" 
in his t•lasses. says Caylor. 
Tht• busy prof also found timt' to do 
somt• t>rrands for Hoise residt-nts. He did 
geneologit·al detectivl' work for a Hoise 
woman intt•rested in thl' 'family history 
of somt• Rt:>volutionary War soldiers. In 
anotht>r case, he went to the National 
Archivt•s and t•opied a wt>alth of early 
Idaho tt-rritorial documents for state his­
torian Dr. Mt-rle W t•lls. 
Now back in Hoist> Caylor says the ex­
perienc(' gave him a greater feel for 
America's history as he teaches his BSlJ 
classes and helps on Idaho's Bicentennial 
ce)('brat ion. 
In Art 
Boyd Wright, Assistant Professor of 
Art, participated in an exhibition at the 
Boise Gallery of Art October 28 through 
November 30. Boyd Wright with Wood 
featured five creations, displaying the 
RSU artist's skill with wood and ideas. 
Included in the bonus print series 
given by the Gallery to its members are 
works by BSU artist Arny Skov and 
photographer Howard Huff. 
John Killmaster's work "The Bright 
Land" was featured in the December 
issue of "Ceramics Monthly." The steel 
plate wall mural stands at the entrance 
to the Boise Art Gallery. 
In Music 
Several BSU music faculty took part 
in the Boise Civic Opera production of 
"Carmen" Nov. 7-8. William Taylor sang 
one of the leads (Don Jose), Catherine 
Elliott was production manager, and 
Daniel Stern was conductor-
JOH:\ Killmaster, standing before his 
t•xhibit in the faculty show. has started 
on a mural for tht> old penitt>ntiary sitt>. 
Sc:ht>t>r photo 
Artist Starts 
State Project 
Buist• St;ut> l'nivt>rsit v artist John 
Killmash•r has "tartt>d wn.rk on a mural 
that will dt•piet tht• history of Idaho from 
pn•historit· days to tht• prest>nt. 
Fundt•d with a Sa.ilOO g-rant from BSl'. 
Killmastt>r hopt•s to havt> tht• pit>t't' dont­
in limP for ,July Fourth , 197!) installation 
at tht• silt> of tht• olcl Statt• l't>nitt•ntiarv 
in Boist•. l'lan� eall for tht• 6'8" X ao· 
mural to ht• plat·t>d in th<· hill<>ide nPar 
tht> pt·nitt•ntiary. now a historit·al silt•. 
Kill mastt>r has aln•ady eompiPtt>d 
pn•liminary dra� in.l{s of tht> mural. lit• 
o;ay" it �ill ft•at un• Sl'Vl'n panels attat•ht>d 
Lo tht• largt• INtt•rs II>AIIO. ('olorNI 
pa nt>l-. will lt•ll thP artistit• story of 
Idaho'._ Indians. Lt•wis-rtark. Ort•gon 
Trail. mining, lumbt•ring. agriculturt> 
anrl urhan lift•. 
For Killmastt•r. tht• projt'ct will bt.> a 
ehant•t• to � ork with an unusual artist it• 
/ -._ l_� 
• -t' / ' � ..... . L:--....::_ 
tt•<·hniQut•. Tht• panels will have porel' 
lain imal(l•r_v·upplit'd with photost>nsit i?.t•d 
silkst-rt•ens. Tht• prot·ess 1s popular for 
making t•omml•reial signs, but seldom 
ust-d in an artistit• way. 
lit• will start with images drawn on 
scratt·hhoar<i. They will he shot on 
photost.>nsit i1.ed material which is applied 
to silks<'rt>ens. Then porcelain enamel 
will O(' transf('r('d through the screens 
onto tht• pant'ls, which will bt:> (jred at 
1500 d('grt•t-s in a specially built kiln and 
wt>l<iNl on t•orten steel hacking. 
Killmast�r worked on the design for 
ont> month. Much of his time was spent 
r('sear<·hing old history books and photos 
to find authentic ideas for the panels. 
Wht•n ht- reaches the porcelain stage, 
ht.> will take the project to Seattle where 
thert' is a kiln large enough to accommo· 
date the pant-Is. 
In another project, Killmaster is near 
completion of an abstract three dimen· 
sional painting that will be mounted near 
th(' entrance to BSU's new Special 
Events Cent('r. 'Work on that project 
should bt> done in February. he says. 
BSU faculty in the orchestra included 
Sara Blood. William Sc:hink. Russell 
Mamerow. Edward Beisley. James 
Hopper. and Susan NoreU. 
Wilbur Elliott conducted the honor 
choir for Southwestern Idaho-Eastern 
Oregon high schools Nov. 20-21. He also 
attt>nded the National Association for 
Schools of Music annual convention in 
San Diego, Calif. Nov. 23-26. 
John Baldwin and Melvin Shelton 
served as clinicians with the District VI 
honor band in St. Anthony Nov. 20-23. 
Catherine Elliott conducted a vocal 
clinic for Treasure Valley junior and 
senior high schools Nov. 15. 
In History 
Dr. Warrea Vinz, Professor of History 
and Chairman, Department of History, 
and Mr. Mic:bael P. Zirinllky, Instructor 
in History, will attend the annual meet· 
ing of the American Historical Associa­
tion in Atlanta, Georgia, on Dec. 28-30. 
' £) 
BSU DRAMA STUDENTS played to packed houses with their latest production of 
"One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest." The play drew raves from area critics and 
record numbers of theatre goers were turned away from the Larry West-directed 
show. Scheer photo 
Music- Masters Starts 
A new master's degree in secondary 
education with a music emphasis is now 
available at Boise State University. 
The degree program provides the 
opportunity to take more than two· 
thirds of the credits in a specialty area or 
there is an option of emphasis in two or 
more areas. This program is oriented to 
the development of tM teacl!ing abnities 
of the students. 
Most offerings will be given during the 
summer with an occasional course 
offered during the regular school year, 
late afternoon or evening. Details con· 
cerning the master's degree program 
can be obtained by contacting the Music 
Department. 
students may register the first class 
night, Monday, January 12, in the BSU 
Music Department. Class cards will be 
reserved in advance for those calling 
385-1772. 
Holiday Library Hours 
Boise· sitlte'sli'£r&;y wm lie closed 
for inventory starting Wednesday, 
Dec. 24. It wiltresume 8 a.m. to 5 
p.m. hours January 5. Regular 
hours will start again January 12. 
Librarian Ruth McBirney says 
patrons who need to use the library 
during the inventory period can be 
admitted to the building by calling 
385-1204. 
7 
KAID Season. Shows 
Southern Idaho television viewers will 
get the premium choirs of the area 
bringing Christmas music via education· 
al television, Channel 4, during the 
holidays. 
Broadcasting from BSU campus, Chan­
nel 4 will bring special Christmas con­
certs on a steady schedule beginning 
with the Nampa High School choir on a 6 
p.m. show, Sunday, December 21. 
Monday, December 22, viewers will 
hear carols by the Boise High choir 
under Howard Low, director, at 6 p.m. 
Caldwell High choir will be telecast in 
concert on Tuesday evening, 6:30 p.m., 
December 22. 
Borah High choir, directed by Vern 
Swain, will finish the week of prep carol­
ing on Channel 4 Wednesday, December 
24, with a Christmas Eve telecast at 6 
p.m. 
Besides the prep singers, Channel 4 
has the following schedule of special 
Christmas music telecasts: 
Music for Christmas, 5:00 p.m., Sun­
day, December 21 
The LDS Choir, 6:30 p.m., Sunday, 
December 21 
Christmas at Pops, 8:00 p.m., Sunday, 
December 21 
The Bell Ringers, 6:30, Monday, 
December 22 
The Nutcracker, 8:00 p.m., Monday, 
December 22 
Christmas Candlelight, Caroling Cere­
mony, 6:30 p.m., Wednesday, December 
.24 
Slides Shown Dec.15 
A slide show composed of over 1,000 
color slides was presented as a class 
project December 15 by the members of 
tlle Color TranSparency class, AR-297. 
According to Paul Proctor, instructor, 
the project was presented by the 
students of his class. Twenty-two 
students worked all semester toward the 
project, taking nearly 15,000 color 
slides. 
The show was presented with six slide 
projectors and stereo phonic sound. 
Total length of the show was from 30 to 
40 minutes. 
OREGON POET William Stafford paid 
a November visit to BSU for filming of 
the English Department's "Scales of 
Presence" television series. This spring 
two more poets will be in Boise to 
reeite their works on urban and small 
town life. Scheer photo 
Music Now Member 
Boise State University was elected to 
full membership in the National Associa­
tion of Schools of Music at the 51st 
annual meeting held at San Diego, 
California, November 23-25, 1975. 
Wilber D. Elliott, Music Department 
Chairman, represented the school at the 
meeting. According to Elliott, BSU 
became an associate member of NASM 
in 1971 and was raised to full member­
ship along with 23 other schools across 
the nation. 
Membership in the association in­
cludes nearly 450 universities, colleges, 
and conservatories in the United States. 
Eleven new schools were admitted to 
membership at the recent San Diego 
meeting. 
The NASM is the official accrediting 
body for music study at the collegiate 
level. 
In keeping with the bicentennial 
spirit, a special elective, "History of 
Music in the United States", MU-501, 
will be offered during the spring semes· 
ter of this school year. 
Designed for either the non-specialist 
or specialist, this course will.survey the 
cultivated and vernacular music of 
America. Social and historical influences 
will be examined and discussed. 
Carol Gets Jump on Bicentenni!Ll 
In addition to the text, Hitchcock's 
Music in the United States, 2nd Edition, 
units of study will include: Composers, 
Church Music, Native Styles, Black Con· 
tributions, School Music, Popular Move­
ments. and Music in the United States. 
Official registration for Spring. 1976 
begins on Wednesday, January 7 
through January 10. Or interested 
Farmers Union 
Founder Visits 
H. L. Mitchell, co-founder of the 
Southern Tenant Farmers Union recent· 
ly appeared on the Boise State campus in 
a free public lecture. He also met with 
history classes at the University. 
A self-styled sharecropper, Mitchell 
became active on behalf of agricultural 
workers in the 1930's. 
One of 18 men, 7 blacks and 11 whites, 
Mitchell helped found the Southern 
Tenant Farmers Union, an independent 
organization of sharecroppers and tenant 
farmers on cotton plantations of the 
south. He served from 1934 to 1939 as 
the first Executive Secretary of 
S.T.F.U. In 1938, STFU encompassed 
31,000 members, its highest enrollment. 
Mitchell was appointed by President 
Franklin Roosevelt as a member of the 
National Emergency Council which 
reported the south as the nation's No. 1 
economic problem. 
by Kim Rogers 
Two weeks well-spent at "A Presiden­
tial Classroom for Young Americans" in 
Washington, D.C., put Carol Arriza­
balaga one step ahead in the bicentennial 
celebration. 
Carol, Boise State history and honor 
student was chosen to spend two weeks 
studying the complexities of contem­
porary government and gaining a 
personal insight into the workings of the 
federal system. 
Study of the federal system is accom­
plished through an intensive series of 
seminars, on-site briefings, panel dis­
cussions, simulations, tours and work­
shops. The Presidential Classroom ex­
perience was initiated in 1968 as a non­
partisan, nonprofit educational program. 
Ms. Arrizabalaga, a senior majoring in 
history represented Boise State at the 
last classroom. Carol had tied in com­
peti_tion to spend a summer interning at 
the Smithsonian Institute and therefore 
was given the opportunity to attend the 
Presidential Classroom. 
"I was given one week's notice that I 
had been chosen to go to Washington," 
Carol recalled. "The farthest I had been 
east was to Dillon, Montana, so I was 
really excited about the trip." 
Carol's busy schedule once she arrived 
in Washington included attending lec­
tures by such people as: His Excellency 
Andres Aguilar M., Ambassador of 
Venezuela, Senator James Abourezk of 
South Dakota, Lieutenant General Dan­
iel James, Principal Deputy Assistant 
Secretary of Defense. 
As a study of all three branches of the 
government, Carol attended on-site 
briefings at the White House, the 
Central Intelligence Agency headquart­
ers, and the Pentagon. Other special 
events such as a tour of Washington, a 
tour of the White House, a visit to Mon­
ticello and the University of Virginia, 
and an evening at the theatre were 
included in the program. 
CAROL ARRIZABALAGA ) 
The experience of meeting people 
from all over America enhanced the trip, 
according to Carol. "I met a lot of 
friends, my roommate was a black girl 
from Florida. There were people from 
California, P�nnsylvania, Illinois, New 
'Jersey, and a lot of students from the 
!SOuth." 
"I really enjoyed the experience and 
the people," recalled Carol. "The CIA 
and FBI tours, well those are things you 
wouldn't normally get to see if you 
visited Washington. We also got to talk 
to top presidential advisors." 
Another addition to the education 
experience of the classroom is college 
accreditation. Carol received three cred­
its from her learning experience. 
Carol's plans after she leaves Boise 
State are aimed toward the study of 
politial science. She will take a foreign 
service examination in December and go 
from there. Carol is currently president 
of BSU's Fencing Club, she has also 
served as the club's vice president. 
As an honor student, Carol has been 
selected for Who's Who in American Col­
leges and Universities. She has also been 
able to maintain a 4.0 grade point 
average for two years. 
Three students interested in the 
federal system will be eligible to attend 
the 1976 summer program of the Presi­
dential Classroom according to Professor 
Zirinsky. 
Further information and details about 
the Presidential Classroom can be 
obtained from Professor Zirinsky, His· 
tory Department. 
,.-
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Hoop Gals 
Set U.S. 
'li1tle RtJn 
by Trina Michaelis 
BSU women's basketball coach Connie 
Thorngren has her squad's sights set for 
their goal in 1975-76 - the national 
championships. The Broncos have 11 of 
12 players returning who went to nation­
als last season and had a 23-3 record. 
The Bronco women opened their 
season last weekend in a four-team tour­
nament hosted by the University of Utah 
in Salt Lake City. The other two teams 
were Nevada Las Vegas and Northern 
Colorado University. 
Returnees for the BSU women's squad 
from Boise are Carla Merrill, 5-6; JoAnn 
Burrell, 5-10; Elaine Godfrey, 6-1; 
Kendra Falen, 5-8; Elaine Elliott, 5-7; 
Cindy Fralick, 5-4 and Teresa Ander· 
son, 5-7. 
Other players returning for the season 
are Connie Coulter, 5-5, Garden Valley, 
Idaho; Bev Ballard, 5-9, Irvine, Califor­
nia; Maureen Hirai, 5-2, Jerome, Idaho; 
and Betty Will, 6-2, Jerome, Idaho. 
"The team has been looking good in 
practice sessions," Thorngren said. "We 
are working hard on a new offense to 
cure last year's problems," she added. 
"Our season is going to be more com­
petitive than ever, especially since the 
caliber of play in the West is rising 
towards the national level. I expect 
Portland State, a school which has hired 
their former men's basketball coach, will 
be tough. 
There may be some real surprises 
coming from Seattle Pacific, Montana 
and the University of Idaho. 
"It will be more difficult for us to 
return to nationals because we will be 
playing much tougher teams. However, 
we will be meeting some of these fine 
teams later in the season when we will 
be playing at our best," Thorngren said. 
• WOMEN'S BASKETBALL SCHEDULE 
18 
20 
9-10 
17 
22 
23 
27 
30 
2> .; . 
6 
7 
13 
14 
19 
24 
28 
4-6 
11-13 
24-27 
December 
Seattle Pacific at Boise State 
Utah State at Boise State 
January 
Portland State at Portland, Ore. 
E. Oregon at LaGrande, Ore. 
University of Utah at Salt Lake 
City, Utah 
Brigham Young University at  
Provo, Utah 
Northwest Nazarene College at 
Nampa, Idaho 
Western Washington State at 
Boise State 
February 
University of Montana at Boise 
State (tentative) 
Washington State at Boise State 
Montana State at Boise State 
Univ. ofldaho at Boise State 
Oregon State at Boise State 
Northwest Nazarene College at 
Nampa, Idaho 
Eastern Oregon at Boise State 
. March 
Northwest A Division Qualifying 
Tournament at Cheney. Wash. 
(East. Washington State Col.) 
Northwest A Division Playoffs 
National Championships at Penn 
State University 
Holiday Pool Hours 
The BSU pool will be closed Dec. 19· 
Jan. 6. January 7 it will resume the 
regular recreation swim hours listed 
below. Faculty, staff and students can 
swim free of charge during these hours: 
Monday-11:40 a.m. to 12:40 p.m. and 
4:30 to 9 p.m. 
Tuesday -4:30 to 7 p.m. 
Wednesday-9 to 9:30 a.m. [faculty 
wives], 11:40 a.m. to 12:40 p.m. and 
4:30-9 p.m. 
Thursday-4:30 to 7 p.m. 
Friday-11:40 a.m. to 1:40 p.m. and 4:30 
to 9 p.m. 
Saturday-Sunday -12:40 to 5:30 p.m. 
.• • 4 
Kayaks, 
In these nostalgia filled times nearly ever. 
has fond memories of those carefree cu••u•··� 
when trips to the "old swimmin' hole" 
intervals in the summer heat. 
For most BSU students and faculty, 
days have taken their place on the 
along with Dean Martin-Jerry Lewis 
the two-step. 
Now, rather than thrash around in the 
ice-cold water of "the old swimmin' hole," 
faculty and staff retreat to the tern 
controled convenience of the BSU pool 
quick afternoon dip. While it isn't r<>Tni\I'DI .. 
nected to its counterpart of yesteryear, 
pool is equally popular ... even in winter. 
On an average day that is crowded with 
swimmers and kayakers, the busy piece of 
handles up to 300 people. Like most of the 
classrooms, it's used about 12 hours every 
While swimming class enrollment isn't 
the pool to its limits yet, BSU pool '""""'I"� 
Jones says other special classes are 
Exotics like scuba diving and kayaking 
be some of the most popular classes in the 
SAD SAMOAN-Hawaiian defensive stars for Broncos watched winning season 
close in fumbliDg frustrating playoff loss. L-r are Saia Misa Jr., "Pete" Poumele and 
Kauhi Hookano, the only one who will return next season. Chuck Scheer photo 
Scuba diving has shot up in attendance 
Jones. One reason, he claims, is because 
"different." On the average year Jones trains 
200 divers. In addition, most of the Ada 
Kayaking is another class that ranks high 
popularity list. At a cost of $540 per boat, 
ment is limited. But Jones says that class is 
the first to fill each registration. 
Broncs Close Season 
9-2-1 After Playoff Loss 
fire department and ambulance dive 
been schooled at the RSU ��1. 
by Jim Faucher 
For the second year in a row, a team 
from the state of Michigan ended Boise 
State's chances for a national Division II 
championship. Northern Michigan de­
feated the Broncos 24-21 Saturday, Nov. 
29, in Bronco Stadium. BSU's regular 
season mark was 9-1-1. 
"We came close to the kind of season I 
dreamed about," said BSU head coach 
Tony Knap. The Broncos won their third 
consecutive outright Big Sky champion­
ship and also gained a berth in the 
national playoffs for the third straight 
season. No other team has that distinc­
tion. 
"Our record didn't come easy. In most 
cases we were pressed almost beyond 
the breaking point. The essential 
honesty and strength of character that 
our players threw into each week's con­
test was just enough to keep ahead of 
the pack," Knap said . 
Knap said that he admires the skills 
and strengths of "some of our great 
players." He mentioned running back 
John Smith, offensive guard Glenn 
Sparks, defensive tackles Saia Misa, Jr. 
and Pete Poumele along with linebacker 
Gary Gorrell and defensive backs Gary 
Rosolowich and Clint Sigman. 
"It was a thrill to watch those players 
perform along with others. I also 
admired the reckless abandon of our 'red 
arrows' (specialty players) like Mike 
Mallard, Egnacio Balinton, Vince Men­
diola and Toots Kaahanui. I also respect 
the determination and loyalty of the 
other players who comprised the sup­
porting cast," Knap said. 
"I believe we have all earned the right 
to walk with our heads straight up even 
though we fell short of the dreamed-of 
national championship," he added. 
Looking forward to the coming 
season, Knap said "We now begin to 
gather together the Broncos squad of 
1976. We have a great challenge just to 
emulate the Bronco teams of the past 
few years. 
Tickets Ready 
Reserved seat tickets for individual 
Bronco basketball games are now on sale 
at the Boise State Universitv ticket 
office. 
TWO ALL-AMERICANS Dashed their running skills for Bronco 
stadium fans when Utah State's Louie Giammona [43] ran the 
Broncs down in spite of brilliant effort by John Smith [40], soaring 
over block from Glen Sparks [61] at right. Photo by Chuck Scheer 
Smith A-A Pick 
Boise State's electric running back 
John Smith rewrote a fresh chapter in 
the Bronco's offensive record books this 
season by personally setting six new 
marks and tying two others. His efforts 
earned him first team status on the 
Kodak All-American team and honorable 
mention on the wire services squad. 
The Broncos had a total of 10 new foot­
ball records set while tying a total of 
three in the 1975 football season. 
The only individual game record of the 
season was set by Smith against Nevada 
Reno on November 8, when he ran for 
177 yards from scrimmage for the after­
noon. The old mark was 151 yards held 
by Cary Hoshaw against Eastern Wash­
ington in 1971. 
Five of Smith's records concern BSU 
career marks. The Sacramento native 
set a new career record for most carries 
at 260, beating by 10 the old mark held 
by Abe Brown. He also shattered 
Brown's career net yardage. Smith had 
1623 in his four years with the Broncos 
while Brown had 1289 in the 1968-69 
seasons. 
Smith also broke the highest average 
per carry rushing mark held by former 
BSU fullback Chester Grey. Grey's 
record was 5.4 yards per carry while 
Smith's is 6.2 yards a carry. He also tied 
most TD's in a season, 17, and most 
{ids, Families 'Poor Their Fun ing and diving are taught so a wide variety of people can use the pool. Use this semester will 
expand to a syncronized swim group and club team 
competition. Already Jones has meet offers with 
other schools who have organized teams on the club 
level. This summer the pool will be used as part of a 
summer recreation program for faculty and staff 
children. 
While the majority of the pool's users are 
students, Jones says the faculty is welcome to the 
facility during certain hours. A noon faculty swim 
already attracts about 11 "steady customers," says 
Jones. Most popular with the faculty and staff has 
been the Friday "family night." In fact, it's been so 
popular that some people have brought what Jones 
calls the "neighborhood gang" to swim. The result 
has been a crowded pool on some nights. At one 
time Jones says 80 people were in the water. Extra 
lifeguards had to be called in to help. 
Now pool officials have decided to increase the 
family nights to include Monday and Wednesday. 
The added evenings should help the overload, says 
Jones. 
One time when the pool is not crowded is in the 
late evening, he notes. Swimming then is "ideal" 
says Jones. 
BOISE. STATE POOL MULTIPLE USE CONCEPT 
Despite its heavy use, the pool in its five year 
history has seen no drownings. The only close call 
came last..-year when a swimmer had "shallow water 
blackout," a condition that even Olympic swimmers 
get, says Jones. This year injuries have been 
limited to a bumped head. The BSU pool serves as an important controled 
environment where novices can learn the basics of 
the white water sport. As soon as the students can 
handle the kayak, Jones takes them to the Boise 
River for their final instruction. About 100 go 
throuKh the program each year, he says. 
Many of the Boise area lifeguards are graduates 
of the BSU pool. BSU, working with the Red Cross, 
certifies about 50 guards yearly. Many go to work 
for city recreation departments, parks and private 
pools. 
Jones hopes more faculty and staff will use the 
pool during its open hours. At $5.75 per hour totaL­
operating costs, he says the _p..ool remains a bargain 
for the school. "We've got the facilities ... why not 
points in a season, 102. 
The final two marks for Smith are in 
scoring where he set a career mark of 
most touchdowns scored with 42 shatter­
ing former All American receiver Don 
Hutt's career record of 30. Points scored 
in a career was also broken by Smith, as 
he tallied 252 points, breaking Eric 
Guthrie's record of 197 points. 
BSU's cornerback Gary Rosolowich, a 
junior from Winnipeg, Manitoba, Cana­
da, also set two records in the 1975 
season. He set a record for most kickoffs 
returned at 25, breaking the old record 
of 22 by Bill Stephens in 1971. Rosolo­
wich's second record came in most yards 
on kickoffs returned. 
Director Jones says specialty courses like kayak- use them?" he asks. 
IT TOOK about ten seconds for big 
Ed Ritt to pin his Washington State 
opponent and insure a Bronco meet 
victory over the PAC-8 Cougars. It 
was the fourth straight time Mike 
Young's grapplers beat the squad 
from the Palouse. Scheer photo 
The old record of 484 was set by 
Stephens in 1972. 
Teamwise, BSU's offense set a new 
record with highest pass completions in 
ai'eason, 59.8 percent, completing 212 of 
360 attempts. The old mark was 58.5 
percent set in 1974. 
The Bronco defense also earned some 
marks in the record book when the 
Bronco opponents attempted just 213 
passes. The old mark of fewest passes 
allowed was 232, set in 1970. The BSU 
defense tied the 1973 record for fewest 
passes completed by its opponents, 87. 
Competition in postseason games is 
not counted towards BSU school 
records. 
Kubitschek's Corner 
by Don Kubitschek 
Bronco Athletic Association 
Big Blue vs. Big Red, head on? Why not? If you never think with 
enthusiasm and imagination where will you go? There are plenty of un­
knowns just down the road for Bronco Boosters, and we will need your 
support to meet the challenges. 
How do you become a front line supporter of the program that you and 
I want to see rise to new heights? It's possible! Just as the pro scouts, 
pausing in our office liken the Broncos and their boosters to a small Uni­
versity of Nebraska. A Go Big Red! It can be done! And believe me, we 
and they (the scouts), believe if the support continues at its present pace 
there won't be any "small" connotation in the future when people defer 
to the BIG BLUE OF B.S.U. · 
In our Bronco Booster game plan there is a weapon for every warrior. 
SQmething that you can plug into your budget. If it is a self-contained 
unit with total football development for a view, in absolute comfort, the 
University Club is yours. Maybe with slight alteration in elevation the 
President's Club will give you desired atmosphere to cheer the Broncos 
on. 
As the stadium and crowds grow the convenience of preferred parking 
becomes more desirable. Along with the University Club and_President's 
Club and Buckaroos also have this privilege. Realizing that in numbers 
there is strength, our greatest strength would be the BAA members. 
Just as the Broncos started lightly and worked their way from NAIA 
schools to schedules of Division II and I we must all start somewhere. 
The most important thing being that we start, we get our feet wet, that 
we are doers and not just talkers. J guess I feel like Coach Knap when hP 
speaks of the "great adventure," it's out there and we want to be ready 
to support our Broncos through the unknown. 
The Best of Seasons Greetings and God Bless All of You. 
Figures Tell Statewide Enrollment Story 
COEUR 0' ALENE 
(31) 
LEWISTON (33) 
Map outlines Fall 975 enrollment 
by county and selected towns, not 
including Ada County. 
OROFINO (10) 
Boise State University, already with 
strong enrollment from the Treasure 
Valley, has increased its statewide 
appeal according to a fresh 1975 set of 
attendance figures from school Registrar 
Leland Mercy. 
The new numbers, released in the 
form of a state map that graphically 
plots BSU burgeoning enrollment, re­
veal that school attendance increased or 
remained the same in 30 of Idaho's 44 
counties. Of the fourteen· counties that 
showed student decreases, only two, 
Valley and Canyon, showed a loss of 
more than 10 students from last year. 
Final fall semester registration fig­
ures, it says, reached over 11,200, high­
est in BSU's history. Included in the 
headcount are full time, extended day, 
part time, and continuing education 
students. 
Outside home county Ada, Canyon 
remains the biggest provider of Boise 
State students, despite a 48 decrease 
from 1974. The county sent 1,102 people 
to BSU this fall. Of that, Caldwell 
accounted to 434 and Nampa 548. 
Most consistant gains in BSU student 
population came from the northern part 
of the state where enrollment went up in 
every county but Clearwater. Biggest 
increase came from Latah, which sent 27 
students to BSU compared to 17 last 
year. In heavily populated Kootenai, 
figures went from 29 to 42. BSU 
students from Nez Perce increased 
slightly from 31 to 35. 
Nearby Elmore County showed a 
strong upswing with a 126 increase over 
last year. Both air base and town 
stude.1t populations went up this fall. 
Tiny Gem County sent 185 students to 
Boise State, a rise from the 123 of 1974. 
Figures explain that BSU drew heavy 
amounts of students (171) from Bonne­
ville County in southeastern Idaho while 
nearby neighbors like Bingham and 
Bannock showed slight drops. But 
Bonneville, lead by Idaho Falls' 169 
students, showed a sharp rise from the 
124 number of last year. 
SALMON (23) Another strong increase came from Twin Falls County,_ which registered 187 
this year after 168 in 1974. 
WBSER (34) 
CALDWELL (434) 
NAMPA (548) 
MERIDIAN ( 384) 
HORSESHOE 
BEND (10) 
GRANO VIEW (9) MOUNTAIN 
HOME (247) 
TWIN 
FALLS 
(126) 
IDAHO 
FALLS (169) 
POCATELLO (27) 
Cancer Society 
Taps BSU Talent 
The American Cancer Society has found 
Boise State University to be fertile 
ground for some of its top volunteers. 
Several BSU faculty and staff members 
were recently named to the Board of 
Directors of the Ada County Chapter of 
the American Cancer Society. 
Dr. Richard Payne, Economics Profes­
sor, has been elected President of the Ada 
County Unit. Dr. Victor Duke, Dean of 
Health Sciences, will be serving as one of 
Payne's vice-presidents. Dr. Donald Hol­
ley, also of the Economics Department, 
will be co-chairman of the Public Educa­
tion Committee, which makes cancer 
awareness and cancer control presenta­
tions to schools, businesses and other 
organizations. 
Also serving on the Ada County Board 
of Directors are Dr. Charles Lein, Dean of 
the School of Business, and Mr. Jan 
Baxter, BSU Director of Gifts and Endow­
ments. 
BSU Researchers Get Nod to Divide $62,000 
Some are tagged with long titles like 
"A Study of the Diffuse Light Contribu­
tion to Solar Energy Collection in a Sub­
stantially Overcast Winter Climate." 
Others come with more simple handles 
like "Idaho Banking, 1863-1967." 
What they all have in common is that 
they are among the first BSU research 
projects funded with state appropriated 
money. Twenty faculty grants will split 
up the $62,000 provided by the State 
Board of Education. 
School deans took a close look at 39 
proposals before they selected the 20 to 
be funded. Work, they said, must be 
applied, not theoretical, and indicate 
"benefits and services to the state." All 
projects must be completed by June 30, 
1976. 
New projects and proposals that did 
not receive funding this time will be 
under consideration in March when the 
deans approve 1976-77 research grants. 
Projects chosen for the first round of 
funds include: Correlation of Historic 
Seismicity with Instrumental Seismic 
Data for the State of Idaho, Dr. James 
Applegate, 
Idaho Banking, 1836-1976, Dr. Gwynn 
Barrett, 
Review and Analysis of the Laws 
Pertaining to Institutions of Higher 
Education in the Areas of Teacher 
Grievance and Collective Bargaining, 
Dr. Anthony Bohner 
Nursing Intervention in Open-Heart 
Surgery Patients After Identification of 
Type A Personality, Kay Bonachea 
Economic and Educational Attainment 
in Idaho's Minority Classifications, Drs. 
John Dahlberg and John Jensen 
Archeological Investigations at Tank 
Cave and Higby Cave, Southwest, 
Idaho, Mario Delisio 
Mechanism of Urine Formation in the 
Antennal Gland of Crayfish, Drs. Robert 
Ellis and Eugene Fuller 
Multivariate Predication of Student 
Teacher Effectiveness, Drs. Robert 
Friedli and S
-
teven Thurber 
Development of an Idaho Economic 
Model, Drs. Donald Holley and Peter 
Lichtenstein 
A Case Presentation of the Potential 
of Building Forecasting Models Via Time 
Sharing, Dr. G. Richard Kaiser 
A pictorial history of Idaho fired in 
porcelain on steel exploring the use of 
photo-silkscreen imagery on a large 
scale exterior installation, John Kill­
master 
An Investigation of Retailer Selection 
Decision Processes by Geographically 
Mobile Families Residing in Boise, 
Idaho, Dr. R. C. McWilliams 
The History of Migrant Workers in 
the State of Idaho: Phase I to 1940, Dr. 
Patricia Ourada 
Comparative Approaches to Foster 
Care Training, Arnold Panitch 
A Study of the Diffuse Light Contribu­
tion to Solar Energy Collection in a 
Substantially Overcast Winter Climate, 
Dr. Donald Parks and Clayton Hahn 
Weather Forecasting Using Multiple 
Discriminant Analysis, Drs. Patrick 
Shannon and Norm Gardner 
Japanese in Idaho's Growth and 
Development, Dr. Robert Sims 
Investigation of petroleum and urani­
um potential in southern Idaho from 
major framework exploration, Dr. Mont 
Warner 
History of Aviation in the State of 
Idaho, 1910-1930, Wayne White 
A Proposal for Research on the 
Control of Motor Vehicle 'l'raffic and 
Collection of Regulatory Fees in Idaho, 
Peter Wilson. 
Building BSU 
by C. Jan Baxter 
Since it is time to wrap up another year, 
we want to thank all of the loyal and dedicated 
alumni and friends who gave of their personal resources 
during 1975 for the advancement of BSU. 
We reflect with pride during the forthcoming holiday season at the growth and 
achievement of our university in the face of a difficult economy. During these times, 
a growing university like BSU turns to its alumni and friends to establish a solid 
base of giving, which in turn encourages voluntary support from a variety of other 
sources. 
In the year which has passed, BSU is proud to have taken further strides to 
strengthen itself as the quality university it is striving to be. For example, several 
of our new faculty members are nationally recognized in their fields. One new 
masters program and four new undergraduate majors have been initiated. 
Community outreach through off-campus continuing education classes has begun to 
flourish. The faculty reports that the ever-increasing quality of students continues to 
challenge their best teaching efforts. 
Some of these items are subjective, of course, but collectively they constitute a 
surge of pride we feel at Boise State. We think this feeling is important in any fund 
raising appeal we make to our alumni and friends. 
During the holiday season of giving, we ask that you might use this opportunity 
to demonstrate tangible interest and support for Boise State by sending a gift of any 
amount to BSU through the Office of Gifts and Endowments. The gift may be desig­
nated for our scholarship fund, the library, or any other area on campus of your 
interest. 
Under the tax laws, cash or checks dated on or before December 31 will be 
credited as tax-deductible gifts for your 1975 tax return. Whatever amount you send 
will be gratefully received and appreciated by those who have need of your support, 
and who will share in your generosity. 
All of us at Boise State University wish you a Happy Holiday Season. 
How to Name Things- And Duck 
David Brinkley was musing on his NBC-TV pundit's chair about the 
naming of public institutions, structures, etc., the other evening. The 
one sure thing that history had taught, he concluded, was .that there was 
no way to do the hazardous chore with any assurance of continual satis­
faction. Look at Hoover Dam, he warned. When they named it, some 
people saw it as a testament to a fine president, most others said he was 
the bum who caused history's greatest depression and what a stupid idea 
that was. As time wore on, Hoover's reputation smoothed out in retro­
spect until, at his passing, he was already viewed by historians as a 
great contributor to government efficiency (the Hoover Commission) 
and maybe not so bad a president after all. 
In Boise, the frenetic fans of Dee Pankratz at Borah High School are 
probably already casting contentious stares at "Troxel Drive" 
Someone here at BSU has suggested that every time a naming chore 
comes up, a new committee be formed to make the first suggestions, 
researching possibilities and taking those ideas to the various senates, 
councils, etc. Maybe it could have two students, two faculty and two 
administrators to preserve the equity of representation that students 
demand. 
Then, the next time a naming chore comes up, another committee of 
the same balance, but different individuals as members. That way, the 
senates could say they went along, but it wasn't really their idea if it 
turns out a bummer; the President would have his usual final say. but 
could shuck off total responsibility as dictating the conception of the 
name. And by the time enough committees were used up, no one in the 
future could pin "Who ever thought up THAT name'?" on any specific 
person or group. 
BS U Players Earn Respect 
It is a sign of the times at BSU that some things other than football are 
now reaching towards major university reputations. Nothing so under­
lined that achievement in academic improvements as the smashing 
season openers that have packed playgoers in to see BSU dramatic 
productions this fall and mid-winter. 
It was a bold stroke to open a play season with the Restoration period 
work "The Country Wife" that requires a purist's appreciation of thes­
pian nicP.t.iP<> rathP.r than gut reaction for audience satisfaction. 
BSU Drama department doubled that bet that Boise playgoers will 
back bold works when the people came back this month with "Cuckoo's 
Nest", a provincial work as contemporarily strange as bureaucracy 
itself. 
Result? Playgoers have called the performance "incredibly 
competent;" ticket lines reached record proportions as scores of people 
were put on waiting lists for a glimpse at the show, and players drew 
uniform praise for their solid acting. . Considering the maturity of these performances and the SRO audience 
reception for them, the timing that will put those people on the boards of 
the splendid new Speccenter before academic year's end becomes truly 
critical-and an exciting prospect for a richer university life. 
Just Before Deadline ... 
With hardly any extra expense to management, we have taken upon 
ourselves the special administrative duty of Consulting Coordinator of 
Seasonal Applications To Gifts, Grants And Special Christmas Benefits, 
in cooperation with the government of the North Pole. There was not 
time prior to publication for a formal mailing of this season's grant's 
bulletin, so we summarize highlights here. 
For John Barnes, a lapel-pin tape recorder to free his pockets of 
scribbled notes and allow more room for pipes, tobacco, cleaners, etc. 
For Ron O'Halloran, a new Natty Nate doll that walks, doesn't talk 
except on command. 
For Dr. Will Godfrey, rubber waders tailored to fit under the shoes 
and pants of a business suit; for Dr. Don Obee, a 16 mm color movie of 
the strange specimens flourishing under night conditions at the Iron 
Gate; for Bob Gibb, a Hearty Handshake doll that yanks you to your 
knees when fully wound; for Ron Stephenson, two tickets for a weekend 
in Bronco stadium with seats on the 50 yard line during July. 
For all our readers, no more of this nonsense., just now. 
Boise State University 
Alumni Association 
Name: _______
______________________ __
_ 
Major: ----------------------,...---Degree: _____ Year: __ 
Maiden Name: Spouse's Name: 
___
_
_
__ 
_ 
Did spouse ever attend BSU? _____ When: ____ Major: 
Address: 
Home town at entry into Boise State: 
Name and address of person who will always know your address: 
Barnes in Focus 
b�· 
Dr. John Barnes 
There's a side to university life that is 
difficult to explain. It takes years on 
campus as student, professor. or admin­
istrator to appreciate the fact that cam­
pus life is and isn't like life everywhere 
else. Art Buchwald could explain it best 
because he's a master at hyperbole and 
characterization. 
Briefly though, the President isn't 
king; the faculty isn't a collection of 
tweedy people running from reality; the 
students are not insistent slobs soaking 
ole dad and mom. 
A university that deserves the name 
isn't a hierarchy like government or 
business. 
The Board of Trustet>s is not a group 
of political cronies of the Governor who 
seek public exposure and enjoy power 
over people and issues. No - none of 
these. 
Presidents generally enjoy the limited 
authority which boards delegate to 
them, but they are consultative manag· 
ers - planners - dreamers who under­
stand that few major objectives can be 
solely achieved by presidential position. 
They occasionally wish this was not so. 
The frustration of groupism is wide­
spread; many presidents questiorr that 
the wider involvement of people will 
result in wiser decisions reached. 
The faculty is surprisingly cohesive, 
not especially expected in view of the 
centuries-old clash between the ideal 
and the actual, the theoretical and the 
philosophical, the temporal and the 
societal needs of man, and the right of 
dissent. 
The greatest characteristic of a uni­
versity faculty is its tolerance, its liber­
ality toward far-ranging positions. This 
wholesome feature of professional life 
may never be understandable by Aris­
totelian people. 
Students are least understood of all 
because they tend to change more rapid­
ly and more completely. Especially in 
the state university, with its predilec­
tion toward open admissions as opposed 
to selectiveness, students truly repre­
sent the national culture and climate. 
This democratic institution shares its 
faculty talent, libraries, and labs, com­
puters and lathes with young men and 
women from all walks of life- the poor, 
the wealthy, the athletic, and the handi­
capped, the salutatorian and the kid that 
"hasn't really applied himself yet". 
The "yet" is the key to public higher 
education. There is an eternal remem­
brance that Henry Ford wasn't 
.. degreed", that Plato may not have even 
wanted a Ph.D .. that maturity and moti­
vation are not derived chronologically. 
The working student who earns part of 
his or her keep is the norm. and a few 
bucks from home is the happiest part of 
today's mail service. 
FinaUy, trustees. What can I say in 
public print .after being employed by 
trustees for fourteen years'! They are 
some of the best minds in a state, and 
they are willing to share themselves 
which in itself is a rare trait. Trustees 
are usually independent people, difficult 
to persuade or dissuade once opinions 
are formed. Some have a great dread of 
being wrong. 
Most never lose the desire to serve in 
some way that transcends their term of 
office. Virtually all trustees are reluc­
tant to conclude their service on boards 
of universities. When they do, there is 
often a pain like romance broken. 
That's the way it is. I. for one, don't 
want to change it. 
L Dear Sir! J 
Sir: 
This letter is addressed to those select 
people who insist on walking on the 
grass in front of the library. It seems odd 
to me that man, being one of the higher 
forms of life, would not care enough to 
preserve what most of us accept as more 
pleasing to the eye than another 
sidewalk. 
I have observed several people walk­
ing across the grass as I walked to the 
same destination, and surprisingly e­
nough. it took me less than one second 
longer to reach the same point. If a per­
son walks to the library once a day for 
one whole semester, he will save approx­
imately 6 minutes. Is 6 minutes of your 
life precious enough to you that it can't 
be donated .to saving what few blades of 
grass remain? 
The fences which the grounds person­
nel were forced to put up make me feel 
like I'm in the city zoo! Maybe people 
should be in cages so all other forms of 
life may continue to exist. 
Bruce Otto 
Geology Student 
J 
. · 
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Ad Man Is Surprise Alum 
After twenty-five years in the ad 
game, and now in a position where some 
university might invite him to lecture to 
students, Roy Fraser struck a home­
coming bonus last month when the tele­
phone rang in his San Francisco office. 
It was Dr. Will Godfrey, in ch.arge of 
the program for a new two-day market­
ing and management seminar on the 
Boise State University campus. 
Dr. Godfrey refreshed Fraser's mem­
ory. They had met, briefly, during o-ne of 
Fraser's recent one-day nights to Boise 
to tend to the J. R. Simplot advertising 
and promotion account, on which Fraser 
represents his San Francisco firm, Allen 
& Do ward Advertising. 
Godfrey had been impressed with the 
quality of Fraser's ad campaign know­
ledge, at that Simplot encounter: could 
be pursuade Fraser to lead the major 
discussion -on ad campaign plotting, at 
the BSU Seminar session? 
"I thought it was funny the way he 
laughed when I suggested I meet him at 
the airport to show him the way to the 
eampus," grinned Dr. Godfrey later. 
A day before Fraser's arrival, BSU 
Information Director Bob C. Hall was 
reviewing the agenda for the session 
with a newsman's eye to names and 
· dates. He halted, stared hard at Fraser's 
listing, grabbed a nearby phone to call 
alumni director Dyke Nally. 
"Hey, you know who they got on the 
marketing seminar guest list? 
"This guy, Roy E. Fraser, he was a 
student and football player .here twenty­
five years ago. Hell, he's an old Boise 
boy ... a townie ... I don't think any­
body knows it." 
And there, stepping onto the campus 
he had left in 1951 to attend Stanford 
University and launch a distinguished 
advertising career was the ex-Bronco 
"Rose Bowl-year" linebacker, looking as 
darkly tall and trim as his teammates 
remembered him, but for the salt­
peppering of time in his black hair. 
After some chuckles on the parallel 
careers he and old teammate Hall shared 
(both centers and linebackers at Boise 
High, then B.J.C.; both drafted to Ft. 
Ord, California the same day; both 
career veterans in advertising and p1:1blic 
relations on the Pacific Coast) he started 
marvelling at what B.J .C. had become. 
WELL-TANNED advertising expert Roy Fraser, left, who participated with Will 
Godfrey, right, in BSU marketing seminar last November, turned out to be BJ C alum 
from the Junior Rose Bowl Days of 1951. After speaking at the seminar a.od visiting 
with old campus friends the fast paced -businessman returned to his San Francisco 
home base. Scheer photo 
"When I was here, the marketing 
department was two professors, one 
classroom and twenty-five students," he 
mused, staring across the campus 
"quad" at the broad, glassy court 
entrance to the three-story School of 
·Business building. 
He added, still quietly: "My, what a 
great opportunity this is for Boise . . . 
you mean I'm really an alum ... I had no 
idea." 
Like many others, separated by years 
and a series of radical name and campus 
building shifts from the B.J .C. "era", 
Fraser seemed happily surprised to find 
that the "old school" remains an integral 
part of the BSU pantheon, and its heroes 
still stand high on alumni "we want you" 
lists. 
Once over the B.J .C. "connection" 
hurdle, he warmed to memories of what 
it was like, then, before the army, then 
Stanford University, before a series of 
career climbs through Proctor & Gamble 
Co., Hills Bros. Coffee Co., N.W. Ayer & 
Sons advertising agency and .finally the 
San Francisco ad agency membership. 
Back then, he was a hopeful young 
Boise Symphony violinist, doing an odd 
double-duty as football lineman for Lyle 
Smith's still-unbeaten Jaycee Broncos. 
Thus he remembers, along with �is foot­
ball thrills, some treasured times in the 
Music building, studying under J. 
Griffith Bratt, Jack Best and Lucille 
Fodder. 
Like many other alums of his vintage, 
Fraser had to comment that the current 
Bronco stadium's 20,000-capacity splen­
dor is a far cry from the board-walled 
turf area where the Student Union 
Building now stands. 
"It was almost like one of those fields 
where everyone drove up around it in 
their cars and turned on their lights for 
night games," he laughs. 
Having completed his visit, Fraser 
promised this would not be his last 
Homecoming visit to Boise. He's already 
talked with the Business School leaders 
about appearing at other seminars of the 
kind held this year. 
At the alum11i office, Kris Graham 
happily added a distinguished new nam� 
to the growing list of discovered alums. 
As I 
See It: 
Or. H. David Croft 
I am bewildered, needless to say, 
�hen I hear of Boise people helping to 
lure the fine young athletes of Boise 
valley away to schools like Tennessee, 
Notre Dame, US C, etc. 
Many young men, over the past ten 
years, have ventured away from Idaho, 
only to sit on the bench and gain 
obscurity, when tremendous recognition 
would exist here in their own state. 
Sure, I would like to see all the "blue 
chip" boys become Broncos, but realisti­
cally, let's at least attempt to keep them 
in Idaho schools where their perfor­
mances can be enjoyed by family and 
friends. 
I think it is a real shame when people 
who derive their livelihood from the 
Boise valley encourage its native sons to 
live, develop, and hope to play ball at 
far-away institutions.-It is hard for me td 
understand how a young man can enjoy 
football sitting on a bench · at a large 
school, more than playing regularly for 
the Broncos. The young men are doing 
only what is fair for themselves, but the 
promoters are being unfair to all 
concerned-the boys, the family, the 
city, and the state of Idaho. 
These same people who would Sl(nd 
our great young talent away would 
probably be upset by other people in our 
valley who look elsewhere for services 
that are offered right here by local busi­
nesses and individuals. I equate what is 
happening to the person that lives in the 
greatest potato-producing state in this 
country and has Maine potatoes shipped 
in because once he had a second cousin 
from Maine. 
This does not mean that I think all 
these fine atlhletes will sit and draw 
splinters, but we know what big 
promises are given and how few are 
realized. There is great athletic talent in 
this valley, but nothing beats playing 
before family and friends, and still gain­
ing recognition and a quality education. 
Alumni in touch . 
/' 
·• • they tell of weddings, promotions 
li5J 
Mr. & Mrs. Howard Kibble, 10173 
Guinevere, are the proud parents of 
their daughter, Mary Kathryn, born 
November 23, 1975. Howard and Mary 
are both BSU alumni. 
David Henry Heidemanq and Linda 
Kay SchoU, both Hailey, have chosen 
December 13 for their forthcoming 
marriage to be held in Twin Falls. 
Heidemann is a 1969 "graduate of Kim­
berly High School and a 1971 graduate of 
the College of Southern Idaho. He 
graduated from Boise State University 
in 1974 with a degree in criminal justice. 
Heidemann is a member of the 
Lambda Alpha Epsilon, a profe:.sional 
criminal justice fraternity and was a 
member of ARA in Chaff<>e Hall during 
his senior year at BSU. 
· 
Ms. Scl'lull graduated from Nampa 
High School in 1972, and continued her 
education at Idaho State University in 
Pocatello. She is presently a deputy 
clerk for the Blaine County Magistrate 
Court in Hailey. 
. 
Ms. �t·holl is the daug-hter of Mrs . 
�:v(•lyn St·holl,· Nampa, and Heidemann 
is thP son nf Mr. and Mrs. Gorald 
I h·id(•mann, Kimlwrly . 
Marcia A. Carr has been promoted to 
the position of operations officer in the 
Idaho First National Bank's head office 
according to recent action by the bank's 
board of directors. She joined Idaho 
First in J·uly, 1973, and w.as initially 
assigned to the Lewiston main office. 
She has been assigned to the Cal.dwell 
office since December, 1973. 
Mrs. Garry Lee Carr was a graduate 
of Idaho Falls High School, and con­
tinued her education at Boise State Uni­
versity. She received her bachelor's 
degree in business administration (mar­
keting) in the class of 1973. 
Diaqne Jurries , who grew up in 
Weiser and went to school at Park 
School, is now teaching fourth grade 
there. 
Prior to returning to Weiser, Mrs. 
J urries taught fourth through sixth 
grades in Boise. She received her degree 
from Boise State University. 
Loretta Becker, daughter of Mr. a.1d 
Mrs. John F. Becker, Gooding, received 
accreditation as a medical record tech­
nician following an examination which 
she took during September. She is 
• presently employed in the ·medical 
records department at Magic Valley 
Memorial Hospital in Twin Falls. and is a 
May. 1975, graduate of BSU where she 
gaim•d an Assodate of Science degr:-1'. 
Mike Buckendorf is the Caldwell store 
manager of the Superb Sleep Center. 
Mike is a graduate of BSU with a 
Bachelor of Arts degree in economics 
and holds a teachers certificate in 
secondary education. 
K. Bruce l,.ancaster, BSU 1913 gradu­
ate in Biology, is a second year 
Veterinary student at Colorado State 
University, Fort Collins, Colorado. He is 
one of very few Boise State graduates to 
be accepted in Veterinary school and is 
in the last class to accept Idaho students 
at CSU. 
Bruce, his wife. Michele'( who is a Res­
piratory Therapist), and their son, 
Brett, will reside in Fort Collins until 
graduation in 1978 when they will return 
to Idaho where he will practice. 
SP5 Barbara Conner has been- as­
signed to thP- Adjutant General's Bri­
gade, Ft. Hood. Texas following her 
recent graduation from Army Court 
Reporters school_. Newport, R.I. She will 
take a permanent post soon in Frank­
fort, Germany. The daughter of Mrs. 
Ann DeGroat and Richard Conner, both 
of Boise. is a Boise High graduate· and 
alumnae of BSU 
A new affirmative action officer joined 
Ule Department of Health and Welfare 
Oct. 20. He is Terry Pike, formerly with 
personnel department of Boise City. 
Pike will work in H&W's Burean of 
Personnel and will first be responsible 
for writing an affirmative action plan for 
the department. He has· spent the past 
two years with Boise City. as an affirma­
tive· action officer and personnel special-
ist. · 
Pike was graduated from Nampa High 
School and also from BSU in 1970 with a 
bachelors degree in social sCience. He 
attended gr�duate school at Northe�n 
Arizona University, Flagstaff, where he 
studied cultural anthropology. 
He and his wife, the former Sharon 
Sturges of Caldwell, are the parents of 
four children. She is employed by 
Planned Parenthood as educational 
program director. 
· · Rebecca L. Glidden, recently married 
to Tony M. �«ers on September 13, is a 
Boise State University graduate, receiv­
ing an Associate Science. Degree in 
Medical Secretary in August. 1975. She 
is currently employed at the St. Maries 
Plywood Company in St. Maries, Idaho. 
.
. 
--------------------------------------------------�--� �------, 
Kern Gets Top Award 
The BSU Alumni Association an-
. nounced Saturday, November 15, during· 
a half-time presentation of the BSU 
Homecoming Game, that Mr. Dwane R. 
Kern has been named as the· Outstand­
ing Friend of the Alumni Association for 
1975-76. 
The award is presented in recognition 
of past and preseDt cooperation and 
assistance rendered to Boise State Uni­
versity and the Alumni Association.· 
Kern was born September 27, 1931 in 
Wilsonville, Nebraska where he attend­
ed school until his senior year when he 
moved to Kuna, Idaho. I n  1959 he 
received a triple BA degree in B,usiness, 
Economics, and Accounting from the 
College ofldaho. Mr. Kern then went on 
to the University of Omaha, Omaha, 
Nebraska to finish his graduate work. 
In 1960 Kern came to Boise Junior 
College where he served as Business 
Manager until 19651 when h e  was · 
promoted to Vice-President for Financial 
A(fairs of Boise College, the position he 
held until his r�tirement from Boise 
State College in 1970. 
Mr. Kern has served as president and 
a member of the Bronco Athletic Asso­
ciation Board of Directors, chairman of 
the College and University Committee 
for the Greater Boise Chamber of Com­
merce, and director for the Chamber 
from 1973-75. 
R 
DW�NEKERN 
Mr. Kerr., hi wife Deloris, and 
daughters Debra and Susan. reside i� 
Boise where Dwane is. presently Busi­
' ness Manager and Financial Advisor for 
Cline, Smull, Hamill Associates, Char­
tered Architects/Planners. 
a·su Alums Want 
Buildings Too· 
Alumni Director Dyke Nally, in his 
efforts to seek involvement from state­
wide alums has reported that according 
to his feedback from visiting with alumni 
members, academic facilities are most 
often requested. 
"When is Boise State going tO get the 
funding for the second phase of the 
Science Education building?" asked 
Steve Farden from Caldwell. According 
to Farden, Business Manager for Mercy 
1\ledical Center m Nampa, many stu­
dents· he visits with express concern 
about the crowded conditions that now 
exist at BSU. 
Dean Tuley, Twin Falls, h�s orgaolze� 
a group of alums to visit with art;a legis­
lators from the Magic Valley about the 
building needs at BSU. 
Ron Swearingen, Mountain Home, 
called the alumni office wanting to know 
what the alumni were doing to help get 
funding for buildings. 
He was advised by Nally. to express 
his feelings to legislators as the State 
' Beard of Education has already recom­
mended the full funding of Phase II of 
the Science Education Building, BStJ's 
number one need. 
The concern now is for the legislature 
to realize the tremendous need and pro­
vide full funding during the coming 
session, says Nally. 
Nally said that his region�! alumni 
coordinators from throughout the state 
have listed building need as the number 
one subj�ct of concern in their contact 
with alums, students and parents. He 
also urged alumni and other concerned 
individuals to ask their legislators to 
strongly consider the most important 
need of BSU the full fU,nding of Phase II 
of the badly needed Science Education 
Builqing. 
Alumni 
.
. Board Grows 
The Alumni Association Board of 
Directors announced November·13 that 
the Board would be enlarged· from seven 
to ten Directors. 
The increase in size, according. to 
Dyke Nally. Director of Alumni Affairs, 
·: . . .  is due to the fact that the 
monumental increase in the' interest of 
the Alumni Association dictates the need 
for additional board members." 
The three riew Directors are: Chris 
Thomas - KBCI-TV, Boise; Dan Riley · 
Riley's Store For Men, BQise; and Greg. 
Charlton - Idaho Bank and Trust, 
Nampa: . 
Nally stated, "We feet· that with the 
addition of new Board members we will. 
have a· .more diversified Board aod will 
be better suited to serve the needs of the 
Alumni membership. 
· 
CHRIS THOr.,AS 
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UNEXPECTED HOMECOMING highlight was a visit fro� Dr. William "Pat" 
Joyce, center above. Now an M.D. in FuUerton, Calif.;Joyce·was BJC's third 
Student Body President. Insert above shows the young student leader from a Class 
of 1935 yearbook. Pictured with the doctor are Alumni Director Dyke NaUy,left, �d 
President of the Alumni Association Dr. David Croft. • . Seheer photo 
Grads Lead Teams 
As Idaho prep sports teams criss-cross 
the state in their annual conference com­
petition, BSU alumni-coaches discover · 
that the state's high school sports squads 
are being increasingly led by graduates 
of the BSU education school. 
School of Education sources recently 
compiled the following summary of BSU 
grads active in prep coaching ranks in 
the region. Not included are many men 
and women whose .regular teaching 
assignments in other fields include some 
extra duty assistance to their school's 
sports programs. 
The list is as follows:· 
Graduates in 1969: Randy Ackley, 
East Junior High (Boise); Ron Grabow­
ski. West Junior High (Boise); Jake 
Hoopai, McKinley High (Honolulu); John 
Kauinana (Honolulu); Doug "Mush" 
Stevens. Capital H�h (Boise). 
Those 1970 BSU graduates now coach­
ing include Rodney "Rocky" Lima, Fair­
mont Junior High (Boise); John Mather, 
Emmett. High; Dan Ackley Kuna· ; 
Merrill Beyller Leodore, Idaho·; Wayne 
Brooks, East· Junior High (Boise); Val 
GarriS(Jin, Burns High (Oregon).; Jim 
Murgoitio, Meridian Junior High; Gary 
Riggs, Emm'ett Junior High; Adam Rita, 
Boise S'tate University. 
Among 1971-graduate coaches are Ed 
Chung Honolulu ; Rick Hill Kellogg'; 
Bob, Holsclaw· (Oregon); Roy Jolinson. 
Kuna ; Dale Leatham, North Junior 
High (Boise); Gordon Olsen, Unintah 
High (Vernal, Utah); Darrell Smith, 
South Junior High (Boise); Bruce 
Wayenberg, Grangeville High Jack 
Wonbolt, Kellogg Junior High; Abe 
.Kealoha, Nanakuli (Oahu, Haw�ii). 
·Dyke Searches .. 
ForMoreAlums 
Did you know that Boise State has 
only had an. organized Alumni Assncia- . 
tion since 1967'? This means there was no 
organized approach' to- keeping in touch 
with people who attended BJC a!]d that 
a large number of deserving BJC alums · 
art> missing out on the privileges of. the 
Alumni Association. (Now remember, a· 
person on!y needs to have attended two 
semesters or more to qualify!) . 
. We would ,like to start planning some 
reunions for the various classes from 1932 on, and we need addresses and per· 
tincnt information on each individual. 
If you know of a pc�son who is an alum 
and is not rl'c'(•ivinl.{ our mail, please 
fill out th1• form on editorial pal.{e and 
re-turn to alumni offic-e•. 
Or, simply c·all t.hc· offic·c• ancl !{ivc· us thc· 
information. l'lc·asc· hPlp us J.{l!l ol!r 
rc·c·orcls U(ICiat.c•cl! 
Dyke 
On 
Joyce·visit 
Looking back at the first' half of a very 
busy and exciting year in the alumni 
office, I enjoy many fond memories of 
experiences I have had as Alumni 
Director. 
The increasing enthusiasm the Alumni 
Association is generating from its 
membership of some 10,000 members; 
The people who call or write con­
�erned about a situation at the univer­
sity or w-anting to help with a project; 
Alumni members becoming ·very con-· 
cerned about keeping their addresses 
and file current with the office; 
The tremendous turn-out at the func­
tions sponsored by the association 
whether held in Boise, Pocatello, Reno 
or Moscow. 
The big surprise and thrill, however, 
came to me on November 14 (my birth­
day by the way), when a very unexpect­
ed and welcome visitor walked into my 
office. He was· Dr. William "Pat" Joyce, 
M.D., from· Fullerton, California,. BJC's 
third Student Body President and 
graduate of the class of 193$. It was 
homecoming 1975 and Br. Joyce was 
taking advantage of the occasion. 
We spent a. couple of days visiting 
about "BJC", the city of Boise, the sta�. 
and obviously the tremendous growth of 
all three since the early thirties. as he 
recalled those days . 
Before he left town to return to his 
medical practice in fullerton, he certain­
ly had spent a busy two days. He· 
·contacted many old friends, some of 
which he hadn't seen since 1935. He was 
honored at half-time of the football 
game, met and visited with Governor 
Cecil Andrus, visited with BSU Presi­
dent John Barnes, toured the Univer­
sity, and enjoyed himself at the social 
hou'r and homecoming -dance after the 
game. . 
Yes, it was homecoming in the true 
sense for Dr. William "Pat" Joyce and it 
was a hi!{hli!{ht in my career' as Alumni. 
Oirc1·tor to sec first-hand that people 
don't forgc•l th1•ir alma mater as years 
pass, an1l c·ollc·,.w 1lay m1•morics art! 
always t.n·asun•cl. 
Uyke Nally 
CHRISTMAS SEASON is a busy time for Neldon Oyler's 17 horticulture students 
who have spent busy hours making wreathes, centerpieces, and other holiday items. 
Trees like the one to the right of Sue Shellenbarger, [above I, contain over 300 cones 
glued to a base. Wreathes have anywhere from 4 to 700 cones, says Oyler. After 
their Christmas projects the students will start work on outdoor garden design. 
Burke photo 
Inventory Rules Set 
Boise State's inventory control policy 
was expanded in a Nov. 18 addition to 
the administrative handbook. It adds to 
regulations already on the books that 
prohibit personal use of BSU inventoried 
equipment. 
The new rules spell out steps to take 
when items are lost or stolen. It states 
that department heads are responsible 
for reporting those items to police and 
BSU inventory control officer AI Blood. 
Another expansion of policy 15-0 
explains the procedure for disposal of 
BSU property no longer in use. It says 
all BSU property for sale or trade must 
be approved by the state's Board of 
Examiners. The responsibility of report­
ing the items to that board rests "solely 
with the BSU Purchasing Department in 
coordination with the Inventory Control 
Officer," it says. Departments that want 
to trade or sell items must first report 
them to the Purchasing Office Depart­
ment on a special form. 
"Under no circumstances should the 
procedure deviate from this policy if 
credit· for state personal property is to 
be obtained," the rule concludes. 
Inventory officer AI Blood says the 
new policies are not the result of any 
It's Chow Time! 
By Chef La V ar HoH 
Ho! Ho! Ho! Tis Yuletime once again. 
Tis the season to be merry and enjoy the 
gathering of the family for fun, games, 
visiting and above all to enjoy the festive 
repasts set before us. Tis usually the· 
meal which affords the greatest epi­
curean satisfaction in its planning, exe­
cution and appreciation. 
Mother is free to structure her menu 
around her "specialite de la maison" or 
other delight she knows will please both 
friends and family. 
excess property loss at BSU. Instead, 
they were added to provide a more uni­
form method to report or dispose of 
items, he says. 
"We want people to be interested in 
university property ... it's a dollar asset 
that has to be controlled ... 
Blood adds that the new policies 
should result in tighter inventory 
control. "We know there will always be 
thefts . . .  at least now we'll know what 
it was and where it went." 
New Copy Service 
Boise State Printing and Graphic Ser­
vices has opened a "fast copy service", 
available to all Boise State University 
departments, says Manager Steve Jen­
sen. 
"This method of copying will allow us 
to duplicate any printed material, one 
side only, up to 300 copies at an average 
cost of less than .02 per copy," says 
Jensen. He continued: "We will be able 
to provide the following copy service: In 
at 8:00 a.m., out at 10:00 a.m.; in at 
10:00 a.m., out at 12:00 p.m.; in at 1:00 
p.m., out at 3:00 p.m.; in at 3:00 p.m., 
out at 5:00 p.m. 
Here is an elegant and elaborate buffet 
menu for Christmas: 
Stuffed Rolled Breast of Turkey 
Ham in Champagne 
Scallops and Shrimp in White Wine 
Rosemary Wild Rice 
Chilled Green Beans Hollandaise 
Buttered Finger Rolls 
Mincemeat Flan 
Marbled English Cream 
Champagne 
Stuffed RoUed Breast of Turkey: 
Have the butcher remove the breast of 
meat from a 10-12 pound hen turkey and 
detatch the skin as far beyond each 
breast as possible. Cover the breast 
filets and skin with 1/z cup each of 
Madeira ai!JI white wine, flavored with 3 
shallots, 1 teaspoon dried tarragon, 1/• 
teaspoon thyme and salt and pepper. 
Marinate the meat in the refrigerator for 
36hours. 
Combine 1/• pound each of mushrooms 
and chicken livers, both sauteed and 
chopped, and 2 truffles, finely chopped, 
to make the stuffmg. 
Drain the turkey skin and meat, 
reserving 1/z cup of the marinade. Dry 
the turkey breasts with a cloth, lay 
them, smooth side down, on waxed 
paper on a board, and cover them with a 
sheet of wax paper. Flatten the filets 
slightly with a cleaver. 
BSU Chern Profs Help 
With Contest Quest 
Two Borah High School seniors have 
teamed with the BSU chemistry faculty 
in a race for hig--time scholarship money 
from Westinghouse Corporation. 
Students Scott Lloyd and Diane 
Turner have entered BSU assisted 
projects in the n a tionwide Science 
Talent Search competition that will 
mean $10,000 to the top winner. 
Enlisted to help the students as they 
approach the Dec. 15 report deadline are 
BSU chemistry teachers Drs. Loren 
Carter and Gary Mercer. For the past 
two months both profs have worked 
closely with the students to offer the 
latest in technical advice and research 
ideas. 
Boise State equipment and lab space 
have provided the two Borah seniors 
with facilities not available at their 
school. As husy professors who are 
volunteerinl{ their free time to help. 
both Mercer and Carter view it as a 
"golden opportunity" to help two bud­
ding researchers. 
Both· students are involved in compli­
cated projects that could have practical 
results if successful. 
For Diane, her scholarship quest is a 
project that she hopes will develop a 
method to identify cactus by its chemical 
makeup. Call�d chemotaxonomy. she is 
now examining th1· prickly p<'ar variety 
to see how th<' ch<'mkals vary . 
Carter. an avid cactus collecter, 
supplies the ..,uhjN·ts for her work. 
Diane estimatt•s ..,he spends about six 
hours weekly in the BSU labs. She hopes 
to have her work t•ompleted next year. 
Scott is working under Mercer's 
tutelage on a project that could reclaim 
gold plating from used electronics parts. 
Present methods have become too 
expensive and time consuming. so he hopes his new method will once again 
make gold recycling profitable. 
Scott claims his method will b<:! 5-10 
times faster and doesn't need someone to 
lend the process. Already he has 
developed methods that are "feasible, .. 
hut he says more research is needed 
before it can become workable. 
He began work on the idea before the 
contest. Success will have a practical­
and monitary-reward for him. He has 
an uncle in Los Angeles who is in the 
refining business. Scott claims that is 
what got him interested in the project. 
He hopes his new methods will "help 
out" his uncle. 
I 
REDECORATING the lab is just one class assignment for Dr. Leda Schrimsher's 
Home Furnishing and Design, HE-30:) class. Hanging drapes above cupboards in the 
lab are Susan Tucker, "tucked" away behind the project, Lynette Dickman, left, and 
Alfreida Gillette, right. The project included cutting and fitting the drapes, sewing 
and hammering gromlets to thread the material through the curtain rod. 
Kim Rogers photo 
, Lay each breast on a piece of skin, 
spread it with stuffing, and roll it up. 
Encircle the rolls at intervals with strips 
of bacon and secure the strips, not too 
tightly with a string. Arrange the rolls 
in a baking dish, add 1/z cup turkey 
stock, and braise the turkey, covered, in 
a moderately slow oven (325 degrees F.) 
for about 1 hour, basting often, until the 
meat is tender. Remove the bacon and 
string. 
Slice the rolls 1/• inch thick and 
arrange the slices in overlapping layers 
on a heated platter. 
Skim some of the fat from the pan 
juices, add the reserved marinade, and 
bring to a boil. Add 1 tablespoon Bene­
dictine and strain the sauce into a pan. 
Thicken it with 2 egg yolks beaten with 
1/• cup heavy cream and heat it without 
letting it boil. 
Pour some of the sauce over the sliced 
turkey. Serve the rest in a heated sauce· 
boat. 
Rosemary Wild Rice 
Soak 2 cups wild rice for 12 hours in 
cold water to cover. Wash the rice in 
several changes of cold water and put it 
in a flameproof casserole with 5 cups 
chicken stock, 1 teaspoon salt, and a 
little freshly ground pepper. Slowly 
bring to a boil and add 3 tablespoons 
chopped parsley and 1/z teaspoon dried 
rosemary. 
Cover the casserole, transfer it to a 
moderate oven (350 degrees F.), and 
bake the rice for 35 to 40 minutes or until 
it is tender and the liquid is absorbed. 
Stir in 3 tablesspoons grated Par­
mesan. Lift the rice into a heated dish 
and sprinkle it with finely chopped 
chives. 
Marbled English Cream 
With a wire whip or a wooden spoon, 
beat 4 egg yolks with 1/z cup sugar and 3 
tablespoons flour until the mixture is 
thick and pale in color. Gradually blend 
in 2 cups milk. 
Strain the cream through a fine sieve 
into a heavy saucepan. Cook the mixture 
very slowly, stirring constantly with a 
wooden spoon, until it almost comes to a 
boil. Do not boil. 
Remove the custard from the heat and 
stir in the grated rind of 1 lemon. Let the 
custard cool, stirring it from time to time 
to prevent a crust from forming, and 
strain it into a serving bowl. 
In a heavy shallow pan, melt 1 cup 
·sugar over low heat, stirring constantly 
with a wooden spoon, until it is golden 
brown. Dip a fork into the caramel and 
quickly and lightly shake it off in a 
marble pattern on the surface of the 
custard. Chill the cream. Served the 
marbled cream cold. 
Everyone eat hearty and have a merry 
Christmas! 
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As school groWs, so do housing problems 
Continued from page J 
operating system that has leaned heavily 
on resident cooperation and understand­
ing that university housing is designed 
to accommodate as many people as possi­
ble, while they obtain a degree. 
"We will have to add new procedures 
to deal with such cases," he said this 
week as he recalled how the whole 
system had grown more complex as BSU 
enrollment surged and university hous­
ing popular�ty leaped dramatically. 
"When I came here . . . that was the 
era when no one wanted to Jive in a 
dorm," Vestal remembered. 
"Roger Green (financial Vice-President 
of BSU) set a break-even goal of 90 per­
cent occupancy in the residence halls and 
95 percent occupancy in the married 
student units." 
Programs and Problems 
"Well, our programs really built it up 
to where we have hit that pretty well, 
now. Student attitudes have changed .. . 
they really like dorm Jiving. Things like 
more flexible payment plans, more crea­
tive food service, our student residential 
programs that give a lively series of 
events . . .  that's what built the waiting 
lists and why we need so little subsidy, 
compared to other school's housipg 
systems." 
He sighed, then. "Now, I guess this 
makes us realize with the expanding of 
new programs in Vo-Tech, Extended 
Day, Graduate, Off-Campus, and Adult 
Basic Education that screening becomes 
more complicated, which results in 
getting more problems like this one. 
To reach that goal, Vestal and Student 
Affairs Vice-President, David Taylor, 
have been checking each step of the 
housing qualification procedure. 
That coordination is important, both 
feel, because Taylor's major responsi­
bility is for smooth operation of those 
non-academic parts of the BSU student's 
Jiving conditions-food, housing, enter­
tainment counseling, and other advisory 
services. 
While it has not been argued as an 
issue in the current eviction case, the 
administrators are determined to tie 
qown hard evidence of a student's regis­
tration status and general credentials. 
How Eviction Usually Works 
Concerning the issue of eviction, a 
Jetter is sent to notify the student of his 
ineligibility to reside in University hous-
School Reorganizes 
Research Office 
A growing BSU "mission" that was 
threatening to spill over the edges of the 
school's organization chart is now 
relocated with its loose edges neatly 
tucked in place. 
With State Board approval, President 
John Barnes will "refine the system" in 
which all research. allBJ"&Dii.JUid univer­
sity research contracts will be super­
vised by Dr. Richard Hart, under 
Executive Vice-President Dr. Richard 
Bullington. 
Agency for the function will be former 
MRS. JOHN BARNES was a friend 
to "Big Bird" all day during the 
annual Faculty Wives and Women's 
Christmas Bazaar h e ld early in 
December.' 
'Office' Party Set 
The December meeting of the Ada 
County Association of Educational Office 
Personnel will be held Dec. 18 at noon at 
the Rodeway Inn. 
A white elephant auction will be 
featured and the Capital High Singers 
will present the Christmas program. 
Guests are welcome. 
Reservations for Boise State Univer­
sity members and guests should be made 
as soon as possible by contacting Carole 
Thomason at 385-332 0 or Linda Godoy, 
385- 3293. 
Center for Business and Economic 
Research, which Hart has directed as a 
unit of the School of Business. 
Major organization change is to lift 
CBER from School of Business direction, 
move it "on paper" under Dr. Bulling­
ton's office. In President Barnes' reason­
ing, that makes the central research and 
grants control agency equally responsi­
ble to all academic schools and depart­
ments who are directly under Vice­
President Bullington Academic Affairs 
office. 
To cement the move, the Hart­
directed agency will be renamed Center 
For Research, Grants & Contracts. As 
Director, Hart will move to equal 
administrative status with the univer­
sity's deans, reporting directly to 
Bullington. 
Another related shift will bring Dr. 
Gerald Reed's Office of Special Projects 
out of direct responsibility to President 
John Barnes and into a subsidiary 
coordination with Hart's agency. Dr. 
Reed has operated as the university's 
official "grantsman", working up appli­
cations for and providing auditing 
followup on most academic research 
grants. 
He will continue that function as a key 
figure of Hart's operation. 
One other "loose end" agency to come 
under Dr. Bullington's academic affairs 
responsibility, in coordination with the 
new research center, will be the Bureau 
of Urban Research, a creature of a 
re�ent program operated by the City of 
Boise, using BSU facilities and profes­
sional staff as research experts. 
Thus, for the first time, BSU has 
pulled a growing variety of research 
operations throughout the school's aca­
demic divisions under a single adminis­
trative agency capable of coordinating 
all projects under the Academic Vice­
President's view. 
With State Board approval of the con­
cept, President Barnes said this week he 
will now begin to consult with all 
affected agency heads to "refine" the 
new system for a final operating plan, to 
be put in operation "within a couple of 
months." 
Dialogues Cancelled 
During the month of December, the 
program of "dialogues with the Presi­
dent" that has brought faculty members 
together with President John Barnes at 
specified opinion exchange periods this 
fall will be cancelled. 
ing. Then the student comes in and dis­
cusses his particular problems, says 
VestaL 
In Vestal's view, the procedure 
worked well and the eviction decision 
was always taken with the student's 
needs in mind. 
It was at that point, Vestal says, that 
he could make a first-hand estimate of 
the tenant's attitude, problems, possible 
solutions, prior to the actual step of mail­
ing a written eviction notice that named 
a vacation of premises deadline. 
"Never, in all the times ... and we've 
been through dozens of them . . .  have 
we had anything else but the full cooper­
ation and courtesy of the student on 
these things," says Vestal. 
He recalled a typical case: 
"A couple no longer qualified as full­
time students after illness caused the 
husband to drop some courses. I visited 
with them, they said they understood 
. . . no problem . . . but they would 
appreciate an extra week or so to finish a 
house they were building." 
"I mailed them their eviction letter . . .  
they were out in plenty of time to make 
cleanup work possible for the next 
tenant ... that kind of thing." 
Another recent incident, Vestal says, 
involved one of BSU's outstanding 
athletes. In spite of obvious pressures to 
"take care of' the individual, Vestal dis­
cussed a problem involving ownership of 
a pet-forbidden in the BSU rules. 
"He understood, but, I couldn't per­
suade him to get rid of the pet and when 
evi<:.tion time came he just left . .. we're 
still good friends ... no problem at all." 
Can that kind of give-take eviction 
procedure, offering counseling with BSU 
student counselors and with Vestal's 
office, continue if resident entrance and 
eviction rules are further tightened? 
As Treasure Valley's big-volume 
"landlord", Jon Vestal says he hopes so. 
"Let's face it . . .  we want the best 
Jiving conditions possible that are con­
ducive to a qualtiy education. We are 
continually looking toward changing and 
improving our policies and assignment 
procedures. This particular incident has 
brought to our attention some new areas 
of concern. We will explore these areas 
for the benefit to the full-time students." 
HOMECOMING ROYALTY Devrea Herman and Todd Morgan were honored at 
halftime of BSU-Utah State game. Herman represented Vo-Tech and Morgan, who 
doubles as defensive back for the Broncos, was sponsored bv the Inter Greek 
Council. Larry Burke Photo 
Registration Changes 
BSU's registration procedure will 
change following action by the school's 
Matriculation Committee and Faculty 
Senate. Starting spring semester, open 
registration during Friday and Monday 
evenings will be discontinued. 
Only extended day, weekend and 
graduate students will be allowed to sign 
up during those evenings. Saturday 
open registration will continue. 
The change was made because the two 
Holiday Reading 
The latest circulation desk display in 
the BSU library has a holiday look, with 
30 books about the Christmas season 
available for check-out. Beside books on 
carols, cooking and Christmas stories, 
the collection includes 15 juvenile Christ­
mas books. 
In the display are titles like "Mother 
Goose for Christmas", "The Soul of 
Christmas", "The House Without a 
Christmas Tree," and "The Christmas 
Mouse." 
Other books in the display are 
"Holiday Cook Book," "Christmas Book 
of Legends & Stories," "Book of Christ­
mas Folklore," "Story of the Carol," 
"Selection of English Carols" and "The 
Oxford Book of Carols." 
Librarians say the books can be 
checked out by BSU faculty, staff and 
students 
Gift Store Open 
The Campus Store is now featuring a 
"Wonderland of Uifts" for the upcoming 
Christmas season, including gifts and 
ideas for all ages. 
evening sessions were congested with 
students who failed to register during 
their regular day time slots, says matri­
culation committee head Dr. Charles 
Davis. He said the concentrated 2-hour 
evening sign-up for full-time day stu­
dents was not good because no advisors 
or other offices were open during that 
time of day. 
In other action, Davis says the 
committee is taking a look at the school 
advising system. In future meetings, 
committee members will look at the 
functions of an advisor and examine 
systems at other schools. Davis says 
faculty members and others interested 
in the subject are welcome to meet with 
the committee. 
The group will also examine BSU's one 
test (ACT) admission policy. The com­
mittee in a future meeting will study the 
possibility of also using the SAT test for 
admission. 
REGISTRATION 
Boise State University registration for 
the spring semester classes will start 
Wednesday, Jan. 7 in the gym. Early 
priority registration that day for senior 
citizens and handicapped students will 
be 8-1 0:30 a.m. Graduate students can 
sign up 1 0:30 a.m.-noon and seniors 
noon- 3p.m. 
Junior registration will be 8-11 a.m., 
Thursday, Jan. 8. Sophomores can regis­
ter that day 11:30 a.m.- 3 p.m. 
Freshmen register Friday, Jan. 9 at 8 
a.m.-3p.m. 
Sign up for extended day, weekend 
and graduate students will be held 
Friday 7-9 p.m. and Monday 6:30-9 p.m. 
Open registration will be Saturday, 9 
a.m.-noon. 
For 
The 
Holidays 
As soaring center Pat Hoke (right) 
leaps into the Bronco's Holiday 
basketball tours, there's news of other 
midwinter interest to Boise State Uni­
versity family and friends in this 
Christmas issue of Focus. 
With a December sun focused as a 
Yuletime star in the Bronco's eye [left] 
students close classes and head for 
homes December 18. Focus has all 
the data on registration for Spring 
Semester that starts January 7, on 
page 15, inside this issue. 
Also worthy reading is an ex­
student and present colleague's look 
at veteran Dean Joe Spulnik, page 
two; while another Focus reporter 
follows Bicentennial Coordinator John 
Caylor on a Washington D.C. tour. 
Holiday families planning to enjoy 
the BSU pool will find a special 
feature on that subject in sports, 
pages 8-9 while the rich Christmas 
music to be viewed and heard over 
KAI D-TV is summarized on page 7. 
With the legislature soon to meet, 
BSU backers will get up-to-date data 
on the school's new enrollment pic­
ture on page ten; a major story helps 
clear up plans for the new pedestrian 
mall project [page one]. 
And finally, Focus food writer Lavar 
Hoff offers a complete Holiday menu, 
with trimmings, on page 14. Happy 
Holidays! 
From our BSU family to yours--a Merry Christmas and meaningful New Year! 
Our students, faculty, staff and administrators know you will join· with us to measure 
ourselves, this season, against what we might have become; to then make new commitments for 
1976 that make a proper return for the blessings we are so often given. 
Above all else, see this season as a time to renew our obligation to follow the examples of 
those who lived lives in courage and steady faith, dedicated to the welfare of the human family. 
If, this Christmas, we ponder our potential as a people, wary of our past but anxious to press 
higher. Christmas can be a holy time, the symbol of rebirth in all our spirits. 
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